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Abstract
We have designed, built and tested the world's first mode-selective confocal cavity gy-
rotron oscillator operating at 140GHz with over 66kW of RF power and up to 23%
efficiency. The tube operates at the HEo6 mode of the confocal cavity. A Magnetron
Injection Gun (MIG) provides an annular electron beam with up to 70kV and 8A .
The confocal gyrotron oscillator is designed to better characterize the confocal cavity's
mode spectrum for future amplifier applications. The device utilizes the interaction
between an electron beam in cyclotron motion and the cavity mode in an open two-mirror
confocal cavity. Through the diffraction of the open cavity, higher order azimuthal modes
in this over-moded cavity are suppressed, and only gaussian-like modes can propagate
with small loss. As a result, the confocal geometry reduces mode indices from two
dimensional TEn,,, to one dimensional HEo,q in confocal waveguide. The greatly reduced
mode density of this structure lowers the risk of spurious mode competition, which is a
critical issue in gyrotron development.
Several models were formulated for various configurations of gyrotrons. A nonlinear
theory for the mirror based quasi-optical Gyrotron Traveling Wave Tube(Gyro-TWT)
was developed for the first time. The Gyro-TWT consists of a series of parallel spherical
mirrors. A free space Gaussian beam propagates through the structure by bouncing
between the mirrors in a serpentine path. A co-propagating electron beam in gyromotion
interacts with and amplifies the wave. The model shows excellent agreement with the
well benchmarked linear theory. The phase front distortion effect in the quasi-optical
gyro-TWT is revealed by this model.
A preliminary confocal waveguide based gyro-TWT amplifier is designed. Cold tests
of the quasi-optical input circuit show good gaussian beam transport with low loss.
The amplifier performance is theoretically predicted to have a 4dB/cm linear gain, 20%
efficiency and 70kW RF power.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Richard J. Temkin
Title: Senior Research Scientist, Department of Physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
High power microwave sources are the subject of active research. Millimeter wave devices
have applications in a number of fields including radars, satellite communications, ceramic
sintering, materials processing and ECRH (Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating) for
fusion. Significant effort has been invested in the development of such RF sources.
Among the many classes of RF sources, gyrodevices emerged in the late 1950's. The
mechanism of Cyclotron Resonance Maser (CRM) instability was revealed theoretically
by three scientists independently: Twiss[1], Schneider[2] and Gapanov[3]. The first exper-
imental operation of a gyrotron was demonstrated by Hirshfield and Wachtel[4] in 1964.
Over the past few decades, gyrotron oscillators and amplifiers have proven to be efficient
and robust millimeter wave sources. The MIT ITER gyrotron team successfully built
a gyrotron oscillator at 170 GHz with 1.5 MW of power and 38% efficiency[6](1996).
Other gyrotron configurations are also actively explored. A TWT(Traveling Wave Tube)
CRM interaction device was built by the MIT team and obtained 4 MW output power at
17 GHz [7](1994). The increasing interest in quasi-optical gyrotron configurations led to
the development of the quasi-optical gyrotron oscillators at NRL[8] and Lausanne[9](1994).
In the mean time, auxiliary components such as mode launchers and quasi-optical mode
converters for gyrotron outputs have also undergone intensive research and achieved sig-
nificant successes[10](1994).
Despite the large number of successful gyrotron experiments, the performance of gy-
rotron amplifiers still significantly lags behind that of oscillators, in efficiency, power level
and stability. The lack of a satisfactory wide band millimeter wave amplifier to fill the
need for the development of high resolution radar systems at 95 GHz motivates consid-
erable efforts investigating new high power gyro amplifiers. The quasi-optical interaction
circuit is one of the novel configurations for these devices. Having expertise in both
quasi-optical components and gyrodevices, the MIT team believes that a quasi-optical
gyro-TWT amplifier can significantly outperform the conventional amplifiers.
1.2 Gyrotron Interaction
Gyrotrons typically operate in millimeter wave bands. They can produce 100 kW cw or
about 1 MW pulsed RF power. The energy conversion efficiency is typically 30% or 40
to 50% with efficiency enhancement(tapered magnetic field, depressed collector, etc.). At
lower or higher frequencies, gyrotrons meet competition from other types of RF sources
such as magnetron, Klystron and FELs.
Most gyrotrons' interaction circuit consists of an open ended waveguide. An electron
beam confined by a strong external magnetic field travels through the guide in cyclotron
motion. The cyclotron frequency closely matches the RF oscillation frequency with a
Doppler shift so that the electrons and the wave are in resonance. The interaction
between the wave and the electrons collectively will extract the orbital transverse kinetic
energy of the electrons and convert it into RF output energy. Therefore, it is desirable to
have a large orbital component in the electron's velocity. Typical ratio of the electrons'
transverse and longitudinal velocities ranges from 0.9 to 2.0. The electron's cyclotron
motion is spun up by the unique configuration of a Magnetron Injection Gun widely
used in the gyrotron community, and enhanced to the desired velocity ratio through the
magnetic compression of the external magnetic field.
Gyrotrons fall into the category of fast wave devices, namely the phase velocity of
the wave is greater than light. Figure 1-1 shows a schematic dispersion diagram of a
typical gyrotron oscillator. The electron beam and a cavity mode strongly interact when
the resonance condition is satisfied, which is indicated by the tangential points in the
graphs in figure 1-1. The resonance condition is expressed in mathematical terms as the
following:
w = nwc ± k±lII (1.1)
where the right-hand-side is the Doppler shifted electron cyclotron frequency which
matches the RF frequency in the cavity or waveguide. The RF frequency is determined
by the eigen mode of the RF structure and the wave's propagation angle:
w= VkI+ k (1.2)
The above two equations correspond to the electron beam's fast cyclotron mode lines
and the parabolic waveguide/cavity mode lines in figure 1-1.
The energy extraction mechanism is called the Cyclotron Resonance Maser (CRM)
mechanism. To examine the interaction more closely, we can consider an ensemble of
electrons in cyclotron motion with the frequency of:
eBowe - (1.3)
mvy
and Larmor radius of:
rL = - (1.4)
where e is the electron charge, m the electron mass and Bo is the external magnetic field,
kll
a
k1l
Figure 1-1: Schematic dispersion diagrams showing the cyclotron wave interaction in
gyrotron oscillators and gyro-TWTs
vj is the perpendicular electron velocity, and 7 is the relativistic factor given by:
1 e
V1 °+ Vo (1.5)
where Vo is the electron beam voltage.
The energy extraction happens in two steps. The first step is the bunching of the
electrons in phase space, in which the electrons are initially uniformly distributed. The
second step is to position the electron bunch in a phase with respect to the RF electric
field so that more electrons loss energy to the wave than gain energy. This second
step is achieved through a slight detuning of frequency between the Doppler-shifted
cyclotron frequency and RF frequency. To look at the physical picture more closely,
Lets consider a beamlet of electrons uniformly distributed in phase space. As electrons
gain or loss energy from the transverse electric field in the cavity, their y factor changes
correspondingly. This change produces a corresponding change in the cyclotron frequency
as shown in equation 1.3. For those electrons who lead the RF field by X/2 in phase,
their cyclotron frequencies increase. Those electrons who lag the RF by ?r/2 in phase
lose energy, resulting in a decrease in their cyclotron frequency. The net result is that
electrons drift to form a bunch in a position in phase opposite to the RF field. Then as
the field rotation is slightly faster than than the cyclotron rotation, the electron bunch
slips forward in phase and a net average energy extraction occurs.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis give brief introductions to gyrotron and gyro-TWT theo-
ries which will pave the way for further discussion in the subsequent chapters. A nonlinear
model for the quasi-optical gyro-TWT will be presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses
the trade-offs between a conventional TWT and open waveguide TWT in the frame work
of a nonlinear model for the slotted waveguide circuit. Chapter 5 will begin with an intro-
duction to theories of open confocal waveguide, and then proceed with its applications
in gyro-TWT and gyrotron oscillator, their design, cold test results and experimental
results. Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis.
Chapter 2
Gyrotron
2.1 Linear CRM Instability Theory
Gyrotron oscillators are major candidates for plasma ECRH heating commonly employed
in plasma fusion technologies. In recent years, they have found new applications in en-
hanced resolution NMR research, ceramic material sintering, spectroscopy and advanced
accelerator research.
The Cyclotron Maser Instability utilized in gyrotron devices was first identified in the
late 1950's by Twiss, Schneider and Gaponov independently. The first working gyrotron
oscillator experiment was demonstrated in 1964 by Hirshfield, and the relativistic nature
of the gain mechanism was revealed. Starting in the mid 70s, both the Soviets and the
US begin massive research in high power gyrotron devices and their applications in the
ECRH heating of fusion plasma.
In a gyrotron, coherent radiation is emitted at the approximately the Doppler-shifted
frequency as shown in equation 1.1: w = nw, + kllvll, where w, is the electron cyclotron
frequency, n is the harmonic number, kll is the parallel wave number and v11 is the parallel
electron velocity. Typically, gyrotron oscillators operate in a cavity whose diameter is very
close to the cutoff of the operating mode w > k 1c, which implies that kllvll < k11c << w.
The direct consequence of this is that the resonance condition is reduced to w ; nw,
with little dependance on the parallel velocity of the electron beam vll. As a result,
gyrotron oscillators have the quality of being relatively insensitive to the ever present
electron beam velocity spread.
The interaction in a gyrotron is called the Cyclotron Resonance Maser instability.
The emission is the direct result of the bunching of electrons in phase space, which is
the consequence of the cyclotron frequency we's dependence on the relativistic electron
mass. As the initially randomly phased electrons interact with the wave, about half the
electrons loss energy and half gain energy from the RF field. Those which gain energy
increase their mass and reduce the cyclotron frequency we, and therefore further lag in
phase with respect to the RF field, vise versa for those electrons who loss energy. As a
result, electrons start to cluster in phase space. Then, by correctly positioning the RF
phase relative to the electron bunch, electrons will give up net energy to the field. This
is achieved by adding a slight up shift in the RF frequency.
The inherent advantage of the gyrotron over conventional RF devices and solid state
lasers is the high efficiency and high power level. Conventional RF tubes require that
their interaction structures must be much smaller than the size of the RF wavelength
in order to slow down the phase velocity of the wave to match the electron velocity. At
millimeter wave lengths, building devices of such size becomes engineeringly difficult and
the small structural size is prone to ohmic loss and electric break downs, which limit
the power capacity. In a conventional solid state device, the frequency range can reach
much higher bands, however, electrons are in the bound states and can only give out
several quanta of energy, limiting the efficiency of such devices. In a gyrotron, electrons
are in a free state and can shed much more energy before they lose resonance with the
RF field. In other words, gyrotrons dominate in a gap in the millimeter wave band left
by conventional RF tubes and optical lasers.
Figure 2-1 schematically illustrates the major components of a gyrotron oscillator.
Typical gyrotron systems use magnetron injection guns to produce high quality annular
electron beams. An external superconducting magnet provides the field to confine the
1. MAIN MAGNET COILS 5. CAVITY 9. COLLECTOR
2. GUN MAGNET COIL 6. TAPERED LAUNCHER 10. DEWAR
3. ELECTRON GUN 7. MODE CONVERTERS 11. OUTPUT WINDOW
4. BEAM TUNNEL 8. ELECTRON BEAM
Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram of a commercial gyrotron oscillator with internal quasi-
optical mode convertors
electron beam and support the cyclotron motion. The interaction structure is located in
the middle of the external magnet where the field's profile is flat. After the interaction,
the consumed electron beam is disposed on the wall of the collector. The RF wave
propagates through a mode converter and several quasi-optical mirrors and launches into
the output port in a gaussian form.
In this section, we will briefly introduce the linear theory of a gyrotron oscillator
with a cylindrical cavity[11], to set up the foundations for further discussions of linear
and nonlinear theories of quasi-optical gyrotrons. The primary method in the analysis
involves solving the combined Vlasov and Maxwell equations. The Vlasov equation is
solved by the small perturbation method and then coupled with the Slater equations for
the cavity modes and solved for the oscillation condition. The results are expressed in
the form of starting current and frequency detuning.
For simplicity, we consider a cylindrical cavity with a TE mode. The electric and
magnetic fields in such a cavity can be expressed as the following[12]:
ES = EoJ' (kIr) ei(I~m-Wt) (2.1)
E, = i. EoJm (k±r) ei(fmw-t) (2.2)kIr
Bz i -- EoJm (k± r) ei(-mO-wt) (2.3)
B =m kll EoJ, (k.Lr) e +'(±m -wt) (2.4)
S= lr w
Br = -i kEoJm (k±r) ei( Lm'-wt) (2.5)
where Jm is the mth order Bessel function, the prime denotes the derivative with respect
to argument and Vmp gives the pth zero of the equation Jm (x) = 0. The index m indicates
the number of periods in the azimuthal direction and the index p gives the number of half
periods in the radial direction. The above expressions for the fields is for an azimuthal
rotating mode, in which the transverse field pattern rotates in the azimuthal direction.
k± and kil are the perpendicular and parallel wave numbers of the mode, w is the wave
frequency, which satisfies:
w2 = C2k2 = c2 (k + k) (2.6)
and by boundary conditions of the waveguide, the following relations must be satisfied:
k± = 'Mp (2.7)
rc
k- = L (2.8)
where equation 2.8 is for a Gaussian field profile. rc is the cavity radius, L is the effective
length of the cavity and q is the number of peaks in the axial field profile. In gyrotrons,
the operating modes are near cutoff, k >» kyl, so its frequency can be approximated as:
S- C m p  (2.9)
rc
The electron wave resonance condition dictates that the electron cyclotron frequency
must equal the Doppler-shifted wave frequency as shown earlier in equation 1.1:
eBo
w - kllvll = o - B (2.10)
ym
In the electron beam's guiding center coordinate, expanding the electric field in the Lar-
mor radius of the guiding center, one can derive the coupling strength of the interaction
of electrons and the TE-mode [13] [14]. The coupling coefficient can be shown to be:
JM+i (k±rbo)
Cm,p = ( m2) Jm (mp) (2.11)
where +1 is for e - im•, or left and right rotating modes. The strongest interaction happens
at the radius where the transverse electric field is the strongest.
2.2 Beam Dynamics
The electron beam which embodies the kinetic energy used to convert to RF energy
is generated from a Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG). A triode MIG consists of three
components: the beam emitting cathode which is a centered rounded cone with an emitter
stripe coated on it, an anode at voltage Vo, and a mod-anode(modulation anode) to
control the beam's pitch angle at voltage Va. The gun used in this experiment is shown
in the diagram in figure 6-4.
When the electrons escape from the cathode emitter, they see a magnetic field Bk
and an electric field Ek that are roughly constant, thus, in the transverse direction,
the electrons follow a cyclotron motion with a constant drift in a crossed magnetic and
electric field, and in the axial direction, the electrons follow a constant acceleration all
due to the parallel electric field, all = eEll/m. The constant drift vlk is given by:
ExB
vik = B 2
or:
Elk
Vjk = (2.12)Bk
As the electrons move more toward the anode, the electric field becomes increasingly more
in the axial direction, as a result, electrons are accelerated in both the transverse and
axial directions and gain kinetic energy. Once the electrons fly pass the cathode-anode
region, only the external magnetic field exists which becomes stronger as the electrons
travel away from the gun. This compression of the magnetic field will convert part of the
electron's axial velocity into transverse velocity. Since the variation of the magnetic field
is slow compared to the gyro-radius, the compression process is adiabatic. This implies
that the adiabatic magnetic moment T,, is conserved. I/a is defined as:
m1 2
•av= = constant (2.13)
From this, we can calculate the perpendicular velocity vi at the cavity using the formula:
VIO = Vlk - (2.14)FfBk
where Bo/Bk is the magnetic compression ratio of the beam. Combining equations 2.12
and 2.14 , we conclude that:
vIo = (2.15)
If v1 0 > v, then the electron will not reach the cavity, instead, it will be reflected to the
gun region, and bounce back out again, causing charge build up and arcing. Given this
discussion, it becomes clear that a MIG will need a mod-anode to control the electrons'
initial pitch angle so that the above scenario will not happen.
The other conserved parameter in the beam transport is the magnetic flux D, which
ultimately determines the electron beam radius in the cavity region. The magnetic flux
D is given by:
D = B7rr2 = constant (2.16)
The electron beam is initially emitted from the emitter strip with a radius of rk in
a magnetic field of Bk.From the magnetic flux conservation equation, we can simply
conclude that the beam radius at the cavity rbo is given by:
Bk
rb = rk - (2.17)
2.3 Nonlinear Theory
In this section, we give a brief introduction to a simple standard nonlinear theory [14]used
in gyrotron research. The model assumes no energy spread, no velocity spread and a
single mode. More detailed nonlinear models for specific systems will be presented in the
subsequent chapters.
The equations of motion for charged particle are:
dpdp = eE - ev x B (2.18)
dt
and
d- = -ev E (2.19)
where p = ymc is the electron momentum, e = 'mc2 is the electron energy, and - =
(1 - v 2/c 2)- 1/2 is the relativistic factor. Transforming the electric field into the electron's
guiding center frame, and assuming no guiding center azimuthal phase bunching initially
when electrons enters the cavity, we can write qr_, which is the efficiency of electron's
perpendicular energy transformed into RF energy, in terms of 4 parameters:
Eo Jm-l (kirbo) (2.20)
cBo 3
P = 7r I (2.21)
2 eW (2.22)
Lo = (2.23)
C
where p is the normalized cavity length, A is the normalized detuning between the wave
and the electron cyclotron frequency w,. The field amplitude in the cavity is related to
the beam current by the energy balance equation:
Qt (2.24)
where e, is the cavity stored energy and P is the extracted power from the cavity. Given
a Gaussian field profile, the normalized beam current can be expressed as:
I(norm) F 0.238 x 10- 3 QIA (kr) (2.25)
rli 47 L (v2p - m2) J2 (Vmp)
where I is the beam current in amps.
The total efficiency can be obtained by taking into account the voltage depression
and parallel energy. The total efficiency can be written r7 T = rlhL?el77Q, where r7le is the
fraction of beam power in the perpendicular direction and ?7Q is the power loss due to
ohmic heating. The total efficiency can then be written as:
-Pou 0.573 1 (2.26)
T I Vo o - 1
where 0yo = 1 + Vo (kV) /511 and Vo is the voltage between anode and cathode, -y is
the relativistic factor at the cavity where voltage depression has reduced the electrons'
kinetic energy to, -y = 1 + (Vo - Vdep) /511.
Chapter 3
Traveling Wave Tubes
3.1 Background
The demand for high power, 95 GHz amplifier is driven by the development of high res-
olution radars. Conventional slow wave sources, such as the coupled cavity TWT, have
demonstrated peak power up to 6 - 8 kW. However, large increases in power level are
severely limited by the ohmic constraints. Fast wave devices, in particular, gyrotrons,
offer the best potential. The gyrotron is particularly attractive because it operates at
lower voltage (less than 100 kV) than other fast wave devices such as the FEL(Free
Electron Laser) and CARM(Cyclotron Auto Resonance Maser), and the microwave cir-
cuit is simple and robust. Extensive research on high frequency gyrotron oscillators and
amplifiers has demonstrated the feasibility of this approach.
Gyrotron based TWT has promising potentials in a number of ways. First, as dis-
cussed in the last chapter, the gyrotron is based on the CRM interaction between an
electron beam and the RF wave. Because the interaction involves a fast wave, there is no
need for a slow wave structure. A smooth waveguide can support the interaction. The
absence of slow wave structure allows gyro-TWTs to operate at much higher power level
than conventional TWTs. Secondly, gyrotrons are generally less sensitive to electron
beam velocity spread, as argued in the last chapter. This quality can potentially increase
the device efficiency. However, unlike gyrotron oscillators, in which a higher velocity
ratio a = vw/vjl is always desirable, gyro-TWT amplifiers require that the velocity ratio
be restricted by an upper limit to ensure stable operation.
Over the past decade, a large number of experiments has been conducted in this
area and showed promising results. The earlier work include an 8.6 GHz amplifier with
output power of 4 MW and gain of 16 dB [15], and a 35 GHz experiment at NRL which
achieved a gain of 20 - 30 dB and efficiencies up to 16% [16]. Techniques for increasing
the bandwidth by tapering the RF structure and magnetic field were also investigated
[17]. A gain of 18 dB was observed over a bandwidth of 12% centered around 35 GHz. A
recent tapered experiment at NRL has achieved gain in excess of 20 dB from 27- 28 GHz
[18]. A gyroklystron amplifier was also operated at NRL at 4.5 GHz with efficiencies as
high as 33% and output power of 52 kW [19]. This device had a bandwidth of 0.4%.
More recent gyro-TWT experiments at 35 GHz have produced 25 kW at high efficiencies
of 23% [20]. Varian has also been actively involved in the development of gyro-TWT's.
Their first experiments were conducted at 5 GHz [21]. The electron gun produced a
65 kV, 7 A annular beam that interacted in a circular waveguide section with the TE1,1
mode. The RF output was extracted through a window at the end of the collector. This
tube produced a peak power of 120 kW , and maximum efficiency of 26%. A small signal
gain of 26 dB and a 3 dB saturated bandwidth of 7.2% were measured.
A gyro-TWT amplifier's design is more technically challenging than an oscillator's.
The input coupler must be able to efficiently convert the input mode into the operating
mode over the bandwidth with minimal conversion into spurious modes that could oscil-
late or produce noise. High efficiency in the interaction circuit is needed to minimize the
power requirements of the driver. Matching will also be critical at the input and output
couplers, where reflections must be down by 20 dB. The average power requirements
imply that ohmic heating losses due to the RF field must not exceed the 1 kW/cm2
limit set by present cooling techniques. Similarly, the power density of the spent beam
in the collector must also be below 1 kW/cm 2 , and there must be sufficient clearance
(> 0.5 mm) between the circuit and beam to ensure robustness.
3.2 TWT Theory
The focus of this analysis is the interaction circuit. The coupling strengths and linear gain
are calculated. The severity of mode competition is determined by identifying competing
BW modes as well as their starting conditions.
Past experiments have shown that absolute instabilities can be a serious problem in
gyro-TWT's [20]. Beam parameters must be chosen carefully to avoid these instabilities,
which can degrade or even terminate operation as an amplifier. The primary reason these
instabilities are problematic in the gyro-TWT is the need to operate relatively close to
cutoff. If the beam-wave coupling is sufficiently weak, then the beam will only couple
to the forward wave, and a convective wave grows, leading to amplification.. However,
if coupling is sufficiently strong, then the backward wave is excited. In this case the RF
wave can grow locally from noise without propagating axially out of the system. This
oscillation therefore does not require external feedback, such as reflections, to be excited.
In order to avoid this instability, it is necessary to restrict beam parameters such as the
current and velocity ratio a, which ultimately limits the overall efficiency.
The limits due to absolute instabilities can be obtained from the CRM linear disper-
sion expressed as the following [22]:
D (k() = { k2 [1 (1 +i) 1 2+ 2 2 2)]
(W- k/3l - nb)2 + ec
0 (3.1)
In the above equation, the normalized frequency cD and wave number k are given by
W = w/wcut and k = kll/k±, where k1I is the longitudinal wavenumber and w,"t = ck 1
is the mode cutoff frequency. The quantity k. = vmp/rw,where vmp is the pth zero of
the first derivative of the Bessel function J,. The quantity 6 is the skin depth of the
waveguide wall, P1i = vll/c, and n is the beam harmonic. The quantity bc = wC/wCut
where wc = eBo/ymc is the electron cyclotron frequency. For a beam with all electron
guiding centers located at rb, the coupling constant ec is given by
4/3 [Jmrn (krTb) Jn (kirL)]2  (
c o/31 (VL p - m2) J2 (Vmp) A (3.2)
where O3  = vl/c, rL = c,3 j/wc is the electron Larmor radius, and the choice of signs
depends on the rotation of the beam. The beam's current is given by I, and IA =
17.045 kA. If assuming a lossless waveguide (6 = 0), then an analytical expression for
the instability can be calculated [23] [24] using the pinch point theory of Briggs and Bers
[25]. The expression can be written in terms of three variables: 311, e:, and nbc. Equation
3.2 indicates that for a given mode, /3 lec should be as large as possible in order to increase
the allowable perpendicular beam energy, which scales as /21I. Numerical results show
that for a given be, the highest values of 3 jlec occurs at low P11. This suggests that
operating at high a would relax constraints due to this instability.
For most efficient coupling with a TE mode in the waveguide, the TWT must operate
near the "grazing" condition, in which case, bc and 311 become coupled parameters. The
grazing condition is when the parallel velocity of the beam is equal to the group velocity
of the RF wave. It can be written as bU = bc = 1 - '3 . This condition results in the
highest linear gain for the circuit. It can be shown that the coupling of b& and Pil leads
to a reduction in the critical ~c as 311 decreases, and ultimately sets an upper limit on a.
Backward wave interaction is another critical issue in the analysis of the TWT ampli-
fier's stability. They occur when the beam line in the dispersion diagram intersects the
waveguide mode at a negative k1l. These BW modes will disrupt the amplifier if the start-
ing threshold is exceeded. This threshold can be calculated using a derivation similar to
that of Park et al. [26]. Assuming no energy or pitch angle spreads in the beam, linearize
the nonlinear equations describing the gyro-TWT interaction and match to appropriate
boundary conditions at each end of the circuit, yields the following expression for the
starting length L:
S 2.06 2 3L3= 
_2.O hX (R) (3.3)
where L = wL/c, L is the interaction length, e is given in equation 3.2 and /3ph = k/k 1i.
A BW mode will be excited if L exceeds the critical value. The parameter X depends
on R = R1 R 2, where R 1 and R 2 are the reflections at the ends of the interaction region.
When R = 0, X = 7.68, when R = 0.3, X = 5.4. Equation 3.3 indicates that the current
needed to excited BW modes depends weakly on reflections, but strongly on L.
Chapter 4
Quasi-Optical Gyro-TWT Theory
and Design
4.1 Introduction
During the past two decades, there has been continuous interest in the development
of a high power, millimeter wave amplifier. A gyrodevice is a promising candidate for
this task. In the past, numerous gyrotron oscillator experiments have demonstrated
megawatts of RF power at frequencies over 100 GHz.
The main obstacle for conventional RF tubes to reach higher power level is that as
the operating frequency increases, the size of their interaction structure must be corre-
spondingly reduced. This severely limits the power capacity of such devices because of
ohmic heating and electric breakdown constraints. And to a certain degree, such RF
tubes become technically prohibiting to build at high frequencies. On the other hand,
gyrotrons, due to their robust RF circuit, can operate in highly over-moded states, with
very high operating modes such as the TE22,6 cylindrical mode. We believe such tech-
nology can be readily transferred to the development of a high frequency amplifier. So
far, there is still no satisfactory demonstration of a robust gyro-amplifier with output
power close to 100 kW at high frequencies, particularly at 95 GHz, one of the clearest
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Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram for a quasi-optcial gyro-TWT amplifier with spherical
mirror reflectors and tilted gaussian beam, with an external solenoid
atmospheric transmission windows.
We propose here a quasi-optical gyrotron amplifier device schematically shown in
figure 4-1. This amplifier should produce over 100 kW of RF power at 95 GHz or
140 GHz. The interaction structure consists of a series of spherical mirrors. A free
space gaussian wave is transported between the mirrors and interacts with an on axis
electron beam. This device would not be subject to the mode constraints of a cylindrical
waveguide, and thus can be built quite large and support high power operations.
In the subsequent sections of this chapter, we will present a nonlinear model for this
quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier, a linear theory for bench marking the model, and the
analysis of the numerical results.
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Figure 4-2: Another setup for the quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier with U-shaped
gaussian beam path
4.2 Nonlinear Theory
As shown schematically in figure 4-1 [27] [28], the system we model consists of a series
of parallel mirrors. A Gaussian beam is injected from the input at an oblique angle
and is reflected by the first mirror on to the second and so on. Hence, the RF beam is
transported in a zigzag path down the beam line. The tilt angle of the beam is determined
by the grazing condition so that the wave co-propagates with the electron along the axis
at the same speed, maximizing the interaction between the wave and the electron beam.
An electron beam with a solid profile as shown in figure 4-1 or annular profile is injected
into the structure along the axis. As the electrons cross the RF radiation path, they
interact. In between the interactions, only the external magnetic field is in effect and
electrons undergo inertial bunching.
There are many advantages due to the unique design of this device. First of all,
the RF beam is injected and extracted using quasi-optical techniques. This ensures the
high quality of the output beam with a simple input-output coupling structure, and
eliminates the elaborate mode conversion structures often found in conventional gyro-
amplifiers which are usually lossy and restrictive. The use of a Gaussian mode allows us
to focus the beam on the axis so that maximum interaction strength can be achieved while
the power will spread out on the reflecting mirrors, relaxing the ohmic heating and break
down constraints. One of the most attractive features of this device is the large spacing
between mirrors, typically of the order of several centimeters, which provides ample beam
clearance, lowering the stringent beam alignment requirements at this frequency band
and also increasing the power capacity. The relatively long interaction space, typically
5-10 sections, allows the contouring of the external magnetic field to achieve maximum
energy extraction, and hence improves efficiency. The periodical mirror structure sup-
ports sparsely populated spatial harmonics. This feature allows us to operate under a low
mode density environment and effectively reduces the risk of the excitation of spurious
mode oscillations. In between the interactions, electrons traverse a free drift region with
only the external DC magnetic field as the confining force, electrons undergoes inertial
bunching in this region, and in most cases, it is favorable for the interaction.
In order to formulate a self-consistent nonlinear theory for the quasi-optical gyro-
TWT with an RF beam injected at an oblique angle, we choose a travelling plane wave
as the initial RF field. For simplicity, we assume the electric field of the travelling wave is
perpendicular to the direction of the electron beam's axis and the wave vector of the RF
beam. This polarization produces the highest gain and efficiency. The coordinate system
is shown in figure 4-3. The z axis is the electron beam axis, x axis is perpendicular to
the wave vector and y axis is in the plane defined by the z axis and the wave vector. For
convenience, the cgs unit system is used in this section.
The travelling plane wave used in this model can be expressed as the following:[27]
E = exEo (z) sin (kllz - k-y - wt + 6 (z)) (4.1)
B = eEo (z) sin (kllz - kjy - wt + 6 (z)) (4.2)
where k1l = k cos (ý) , k± = k sin (p) . W is the RF injection angle as shown in figure 4-3.
Eo (z) is the amplitude of the RF electric field. It has an z dependance, which reflects
the amplification of the electric field as a result of interaction between electrons and the
field. w and k are the circular frequency and wavenumber of the travelling plane wave's
RF field. 6 (z) is the phase shift induced to the plane wave by the electron beam during
interactions. It too has the z dependance for the same reason. As the interaction evolves
along the z axis, the initial plane wave increasingly deviates from a pure plane wave due
to the z dependance of the functions Eo (z) and 6 (z). Later in this chapter we will find
the latter term has a much more significant effect on the quality of the RF beam.
For the electron beam, the variables that define the particles are: p±, 0, (transverse
momentum and gyrophase) xg and yg (guiding center coordinates). These variables can
be transformed to the variables in the Cartesian coordinates Px, Py, x and y by the
following relations:
pX = p- cos ¢ (4.3)
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Figure 4-3: Nonlinear theory for the quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier based on the
plane wave model
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Figure 4-4: Electron in guiding center coordinates
Z
py = p± sin 7 (4.4)
yg=y+ (4.5)
x9= x - P (4.6)
where the cyclotron frequency Q is defined as: D = eBo/mc, Bo is the external DC mag-
netic field, c is the speed of light and e and m are electron charge and mass respectively.
The electrons move in the combined electric and magnetic field. The motion is dic-
tated by the Lorentz force equation and the energy conservation equation:
dp eS= -eE - -v x B (4.7)dt c
d = -ev -E (4.8)dt
where e: is the electron energy e6 = 'ymc2 , = (1 - - 0) -1/2, and IpI = -I3#mc is the
electron momentum. Using the independent variables defined above, we can express the
electron's motion in the combined electric and magnetic fields of both the RF radiation
and external D-C magnetic field with the following equations[29]:
dp._ (em.. E cos V + e B cos ¢ (4.9)dz pZ c
d4_ m2 e sin p emE e cos
- = + B + E sin e - B sin ¢ (4.10)dz pz cpz PiPz cpI
[dyE + (p( ' sin sin- pz cos ) (4.11)dz PzQ +-Pmc
dpz ep B cos W cos (4.12)
dz sin cpW B cos (4.13)dz pzBo
where E and B are the electric and magnetic field amplitudes of the RF radiation, Bo
is the external magnetic field amplitude. As indicated in equations 4.2 and 4.1, there is
no x dependance in the electric and magnetic fields. The variable xg causes only higher
order effects and can be ignored. In this model, xg is treated as a constant and equation
4.13 is not used.
Taken into account the finite Larmor radius of the electron trajectory, we can expand
the electric field at the electron's actual position in the guiding center coordinates shown
in figure 4-4. Applying Graf's Addition Theorem for Bessel functions, we can write the
following relations:
l=-1
-2 cosky (1) +1 (k cos (21 + 1) (4.14)
1=0
cos ky = cosky g Jo k + 2 (-1)'J, k - cos 21
+2 sin k_±yg (-1)' J2 ,+ (k, cos (21 + 1) (4.15)
1=0
--00
To simplify the computations, we express the equations of motion and variables with
scaled variables by defining the normalized interaction length (:
2z
S z- (4.16)
a
the normalized electric field amplitude e:
eEoeE= (4.17)
mc
the normalized transverse and longitudinal momenta uj and u ll :
l= (4.18)
mc
Pl= (4.19)
me
and the combined phase factor 8:
nir0 = kjyg -kiz - + Wt -nL (4.20)
where z is the interaction distance, a is the mirror length, and n is the harmonic number.
The equations of motion then become:
d-" = cos p - cos(9+) (4.21)+
dulli aeuiCOS cos (sin pwu (O + o) (4.22)
d( 2ullin(
d( 2cu 7 / 2 n
cos i - si s n 2pwu) sin (Oi + 6) (4.23)UP Q sin pwuLi
where i = 1,..., N, and N is the total number of electrons sampled in the simulation. I
is the electron beam current in amperes and rb is the electron beam radius. The above
set of equations fully describe the evolution of the electrons' momentum and phase as
they traverse the RF radiation field.
The field equation is derived from the wave equation for the vector potential: A.
V 2A - (,)2A = (r) J (4.24)
c2 Tt 2 c
where J is the electric current density vector. In this system where the RF field is a
traveling plane wave, we can choose a simple A = Azex, and equation 4.24 reduces to
A () Eio (z) cos (kozy - kjIz + wt + 6 (z)) (4.25)
Eo (z) and 6 (z) are slow varying functions of z. Assuming a solid pencil beam on the
axis, the current density can be written as:
N
x -Z (z - z) ev-icos'OPi (4.26)
Substituting equations 4.26 and 4.25 into equation 4.24, multiplying both sides by
sin (kly - kjz + wt + 6 (z))
and integrate and average over one period to get rid of the fast varying terms, yields the
following equations for the fields:
dEo (z)
kll dz
kIIEo (z) dzdz
N
= 2ek2
i=1
N
= 2ek2 Z
i=1
cos ¢i
viii
cos  i
sin (kly - kijz + ±t + ± (z))
cos (kly - kliz + wt + 6 (z))
Combining equations 4.27 and 4.28 with equations 4.9-4.13, 4.21-4.23 and 4.20, we can
reach the following set of self-consistent equations which fully define the interaction:
ae
S-- cos cp -2 S(sincpwuli cos (O + 6)
a- uiCS cos W sin /pwus
= a- sJ, (s i) cos (O± + 6)2Ulli
ayi wulli c
w---
2culli ( i
cos - (s
aeI
5r2mc 2 cos cpNe
os ý n )i
--- +)
.-i /
aE, ( sin pwu±_i
-2 n2 OQ
in pw
Q sin 2u )sin (Oi + 5)8111WW~/
sin (Oi + 6) Jn sin cPwuii)
N
= Uli
U1 2 1
ael N s
5rmC2 c N cos (0b ci=1 Ulli
+±6) J(sin pOwu±)
With this full set of self consistent nonlinear equations, the evolution of electrons and
(4.27)
(4.28)
du.Li
d(
dulli
d(
dOi
d(
de
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
wave is completely defined. The self-consistency of this model can be tested by examining
energy conservation. To prove that the total energy in the electron beam and the RF
wave remains constant as the interaction evolves:
dS(E•-wave + Ebeam) = 0d( (4.34)
We first look at the beam energy density ebeam defined as:
N
Ebeam n imC 2 (4.35)
where no is the electron number density. y, the relativistic factor, can be expressed in
terms of the normalized variables u1 and ull:
(4.36)
Take the derivative of 7,
d = 1 (u-u + U i) (4.37)
and substitute equations 4.29 and 4.30 into equation 4.37, the following expression results:
1 uica
u±i ea
= .m J'
cos ) - UPli
ujiea cos ýp
2
sin cpwu i Cos (i + 6)
Substituting this expression into the definition of beam energy density 4.35, it becomes:
d6beam
d(
nomc2 t d-
N =1d(
9 / .nomc eaCoi Sin W 81i
= r2N Zcos(o+ 6)J sin PUii=1 Ulli
(4.39)
dy-i
d( S(sin cpwu ) cos ( + 6)
(4.38)
i 1 + u2 + u 2
V•= I1•
Similarly, the travelling plane wave energy density ewave (averaged over one period)
can be written as:
1
Ewav, = -E8-ir
m2c
87re2
(4.40)
Taking the derivative of both sides and substituting in equation 4.33, we have the fol-
lowing expression:
dEwave m2 c4 d
d( 47re 2 d(
mc2 ea
20irer2N cos p
N Uli
- cos (Oi +
i=1 UPi
6) J (sin nwu-ii
The electron current I in amperes can be expressed as the following:
I = x109 (4.42)
where vil is the electron beam's axial velocity. By the requirement of the grazing condi-
tion, vll = c cos sp. Therefore:
noerrb cos cp
10 (4.43)
Substitute the above expression into equation 4.41, the following expression results:
dewave
d(
nomc2 eaNu sin pWU±i
S Ei=- cos (sO, + 6) J2N =1 UPJi= (4.44)
Comparing equations 4.44 and 4.39, we find that the energy conservation equation
4.34 is perfectly satisfied. Therefore, we have proved that this model is self-consistent.
4.3 Linear Theory
The linear theory for the interaction between a solid beam with a travelling plane wave is
well studied. Many authors have modeled the interaction between an electron beam and
(4.41)
a travelling wave at an arbitrary angle[30]-[34]. In this section, we will quote the general
theoretical formulations developed by Kreischer and Temkin [31] and apply them in the
frame work of our device. We will briefly introduce the results and use this theory for
the purpose of bench marking the results of the nonlinear theory.
In the coordinate system defined in figure 4-3, The incremental RF power exchange
between the electron beam and the RF radiation is given by the following expression:
Prf = -Re dzJ -.E
-nle 2lrkV2 j dpi j dpilfo (p) {IE 12 (p F1
1 /w (p 1 dF,
2  k1 c) kP ) 'mc dX
+ - + 1 ) [ I k F2- (E- -BI) F4]
^/MC 2 p2 2 p2 dX k
-Ef ( ymC p1 dF3 (4.45)
where F1, F2, F3 , F4 are gain functions defined later in equations A.1-A.4, p = ymv, E*
is the complex conjugate of the RF electric field. nz is the line density of the electron
beam. The quantity X is the detuning defined as the frequency shift normalized to the
Doppler shift:
X= -W (4.46)k1ll11
where w, is the relativistic cyclotron frequency.
The four terms in the equation 4.45 are each responsible for a different type of inter-
action. The second term with gain factor dF stems from the interaction with transverse
electric field and results in the azimuthal bunching. This term is responsible for the
Cyclotron Resonance Maser instability that drives gyrotrons. The first term also comes
from the interaction with transverse electric field and results in electron's radial bunch-
ing. The third term involves the interaction with transverse magnetic field and the fourth
_ __
term is the longitudinal electric field interaction which is utilized in slow wave devices.
For a travelling wave, the gain functions F1, F2, F3 , F4 can be written as the
following[31]:
F (x)= Re 2k 2vj dz dS cos (W) e-ikjIvj 6 +iw6 g (z) g (z - vII5)
-oo o
di j dA cos [(X + 1) A] g () g (i - A)
2 
-OO
= rL (X + 1) L* (X + 1) (4.47)
F2 (X) = F (X) (4.48)
F3 (x) = Re 2kv jVI dz j d6e-ikIll 6+wg (Z) g (Z - U6)
=27L j1 )L* 1 (4.49)
F4 (X) = Re 2k vIIj dz j d6 sin (W2) e-ikiivii+iw6 g (Z) g (Z - )
1 . " F, (a)
- -'j (X - a) (4.50)
The notations used here are: , = kliz, A = klV 1 516, and 6 = t - T is the electron transient
time. g (z) = g (r) I.=y=O defines the variation of field intensity over space. For a standing
wave profile, g is sinusoidal and for a travelling plane wave as in our case, g = 1. The
function L is defined as the following:
L (x) = g (a) eida (4.51)
Applying the above formulations to our system, we can derive the gain functions and
subsequently the energy exchange P,f. Given that, in our system, the field is a forward
travelling plane wave:
1 E [O, q-r]
g () = ] (4.52)0 where [O,length. The analytical solutions of the
where q = a/klyr is the normalized interaction length. The analytical solutions of the
gain functions are solved in Appendix A. The results are:
F1 (X)
F2 (X)
F3 (X)
F4 (X)
1S 1 {1 
- cos [q (x + 1)]}
(X + 1)
F1 (X)
12 c
- cos Iqx (kllvll
(4.53)
(4.54)
(4.55)
(4.56)qir sin [qr (X + 1)](X 1) (X + 1)2
With these four gain functions, we can apply equation 4.45 to the travelling plane wave
model. For simplicity, we choose our coordinate system so that:
= EoX
B1
Ell = 0
SE 0o cos (ý BII = -Eo sin c,
kii = k cos ý
The equation 4.45 then can be simplified to:
= -nje,7k 2E c,
1+ - pL +1 p1
2p
dpLj dplfo (P) P (
-Coo (i E 1
XpI d
+ 23 d2 p 2dx
1
2-
(p3
kjv1cJ p
ki(lF2)(klF2)kT
where fo (p) is the initial beam distribution function which can be written as:
fo (P) - 6 (P• - p) (pl )
where the superscript 0 denotes the unperturbed electron momentum. Perform the inte-
gral over the delta functions of momentum, -we solve the RF power exchange as a function
Prf 1 dF1
"ymc dx
(4.57)
of detuning X:
nIe2 EO i 1 ( ____ 1 dF_ (X)
PR (X) f 2 F (x) - d x2k p± p1  2 k1cJ ) ymc dX
1 I (1(,)3 X (p ) d+ _L)3+ [cos opF2 (x)] (4.58)
The functional properties of F1 and the function dF1/dx are shown in figure 4-5. The
term dF1/dX is more significant because it is responsible for driving the CRM instability
in gyrotrons. As we can see the gain curve has both a positive peak and a negative peak
centered around X = -1 where no net energy exchange happens. X = -1 corresponds
to the case where the RF wave and the electron beam are exactly in resonance with
a Doppler-shift. We have discussed the gyrotron gain mechanism in Chapter 1 and
concluded that only when the phase of the electron gyromotion slightly lags the RF
phase can field amplification occur. This is exactly the case shown in figure 4-5. When
X < -1, a positive power flows into the RF wave (given that a threshold condition is
satisfied so that the positive CRM interaction overcomes the other negative interactions).
The opposite occurs when the wave's phase lags the electron gyrophase, where electrons
on average are accelerated by the RF wave.
4.4 Numerical Results
4.4.1 Drift Region
To implement the self-consistent nonlinear model we developed in Section 1, we need
to clarify the phase shift in between interaction sections as shown in figure 4-6. In these
drift regions electrons are subject only to the external D-C magnetic field. The electron
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Figure 4-5: CRM instability gain spectrum
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Figure 4-6: Electron beam in the drift region
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phase 0 evolves according to:
dt Q (4.59)
Recalling that the combined phase 0 is given by:
n"
0 = klyg - kil z - + wt - nO2 (4.60)
The phase shift from exiting one interaction section to entering the next section is
schematically illustrated in figure 4-6. The phase 0 at each point can then be written as:
0 (z2)
0 (z3)
k-yg (Z2) - klIZ2 - T+ t (Z2) - n74 (z2)
= kyg (z3) + kH - klz 3 - - + r + wt (z3) - no (z3)
(4.61)
(4.62)
where the kiH term takes into account the space traversed by the RF before meeting
the beam again and the quantity 7r in equation 4.62 is the result of the phase change
when the RF beam is reflected off the metal mirror surface. H is defined in figure 4-3.
Noting that
Ys (Z3) _ Yg (z2) (4.63)
we can write the phase shift as the following:
0 (z3) - 0 (z2) = k±H - k1l (z3 - z 2 ) + -r + w [t (z3 ) - t (z 2)] - n [(z3) - P,(z 2 )] (4.64)
Substituting
23 - Z22
t (Z3 ) -t(z 2)
V)(z3) - (z2)
ki-
H
-- 
- a
tan -p
23 - Z2
VII
pilS (z3 - z2 )
= -sinp
C
(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)
(4.68)
k = - cos O (4.69)
we get:
w (- ± W (4.70)W
0 (z) - 0 (z2) = -H sin o + (Z3 - z 2) -- - COS - n +7r (4.70)c vil c p
In terms of normalized variables, the phase change in the drift region can be expressed
as:
S((3) - ((2) = -Hsin s + - a [-( - cos s) - n-I +±r (4.71)
c tan p c ull cull
In the numerical simulation, it is assumed that there is no field overlapping in between
interaction regions. This requires that H/ tan sp 2 a and a step function field boundary
for the RF beam. The assumption ensures that the simple plane wave model can be
used. Another strategy used in the algorithm is the beamlet approach in which the
electron packets interact with microscopic plane wave beamlets instead of interacting
with a macroscopic plane wave.
The basic design process for this device follows the analysis of Chapter 3. Given that
we have an existing MIG at Vo = 70 k V, I = 5 A, and typical velocity ratio a = 1.5, the
designed RF beam injection angle is determined by the grazing condition to be:
s- arccos (-!)
= 760 (4.72)
4.4.2 Theory Bench Mark
To further test the validity of the nonlinear model, we did a bench mark study for
our nonlinear theory with the linear theory. At the small current limit, a comparison of
the numerical results of the linear and nonlinear theories is plotted in figure 4-7. The
results show excellent agreement. To minimize the nonlinear effects in the bench mark
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Figure 4-7: A bench mark of the nonlinear plane wave model with the linear theory. The
solid dots show the net power flow into the wave simulated with the nonlinear model at
the linear limit, while the curve shows the linear theory results.
calculations, we choose a low beam voltage of Vo = 20 k V for bench mark purpose,
other parameters are f = 95 GHz, I = 5 A, <p = 750, a = 1.7, and a mirror length
of a = 4 cm.The solid dots show the RF power transferred from the electrons to the
wave as a function of detuning from the nonlinear simulation and the solid line shows
the linear result. Once again, we see the similar gain spectrum of the CRM instability
shown in figure 4-5. When the wave rotates ahead of the electron's gyromotion, the field
gains energy and vice versa. Simulations for other parameters at the low current limit
also show general good agreement between the linear and nonlinear theories.
4.4.3 Design Parameters
Consider a design at 95 GHz, the key parameters that determine the performance of
the device are the interaction length of each mirror section(mirror length), the transverse
mirror distance which determines the length of the drift region for a given injection angle,
and the detuning. The first two parameters ultimately determine the phase between the
electrons and the wave each time they meet, and can be chosen so that the phase will
be favorable to the CRM bunching. The detuning parameter as shown in figure 4-
7 determines the gain of the interaction. Figure 4-8 illustrates the importance of the
geometric parameter. The overall efficiency shows a strong periodic dependance on the
transverse distance of the mirrors. Each period in the graph corresponds to a phase shift
of 21r.
Two optimized systems are designed through numerical simulations. Table 4.1 shows
the design parameters.
Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the RF power growth and efficiency growth as a function
of interaction distance for both cases. It is well known that a magnetic down taper can
keep the spent beam still in resonance with the wave, so that there could be more energy
extraction to enhance the overall efficiency of the device. The magnetic profile we have
adopted for this purpose is shown in figure 4-11 where there is a 12 cm of flat field to
maximize the initial linear gain and then a 18 cm linear down taper to keep the extraction
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Figure 4-8: The efficiency of the device is sensitive to the mirror transverse spacing, due
to the phase shift in the electron drift region
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Figure 4-9: Nonlinear simulation results of RF power growth and efficiency for the quasi-
optical gyro-TWT amplifier design without efficiency enhancement
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Figure 4-11: The external magnetic field profile designed to improve efficiency of the
quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier
3.75
3.60
0oa
3.45
3.30
3.15
3.00
30
No Efficiency Enhancement Efficiency Enhanced
Parameter Design Value II Parameter Design Value
f 97.5 GHz f 97.5 GHz
I 5A I 5A
a! 1.7 a_ 1.7
Vo 70 kV Vo 70 kV
P 760 __ 760
rb 1 mm rb 1 mm
a 2.485 cm a 2.485 cm
H 12 cm H 12 cm
Sections 8 Sections 8
Length 24 cm Length 24 cm
B field profile Flat B field profile Tapered
Efficiency 15% Efficiency 39%
Table 4.1: Quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier design parameters
continuing. This can be seen in figure 4-10 where after the linear growth sections in the
power curve, the power keeps growing in a nonlinear fashion.
One of the features of TWTs is the large instantaneous bandwidth. Figure 4-12
shows that this design has a simulated 3 dB bandwidth of 4.5 GHz, or roughly 5% of
the frequency.
4.4.4 Beam Spread
An important measure of the robustness of a device is its sensitivity to beam velocity and
energy spread. Any electron beam has an intrinsic velocity spread due to imperfections
in gun design and phase mixing in the beam transport. The amount of velocity spread
a gyrotron can tolerate can be roughly estimated using the following simple argument.
During the electron transit time 7 = L/vll in the interaction structure, the phase change
p = (w - kvllll - Q) (7(4.73)
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Figure 4-12: Instantaneouse bandwidth of the quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier
caused by the velocity spread can not exceed r, otherwise, it will cause the electrons to
be out of synchronism with the wave. Therefore,
6ýo < ±ir
L
= (6w - 6k11v11 - kll6vll - b6t) - +
v11
(w - k1vl - 2) - v) (4.74)
Ignoring RF dispersion, 6w F 0, 6k11l 0 , and energy spread, 6J z 0; substituting
9 - w = Xkllll from equation 4.46, We get, for the example of the TWT design in table
4.1:
6 Ipx = kL 6- < r (4.75)
vil
6vll r 7r 7r
I- < a L- = 2.7% (4.76)
V11 XkIL kilL w cos pL
c
Here, we have taken (XI ; 1 since the gyrotron operates near resonance. This rough
analysis tells us that the axial velocity spread needs to be less than 2.7% in order to
have sizable gain and efficiency. Given a velocity ratio a, the relation between the axial
velocity spread and transverse velocity spread is given by:
6v- a 2 6V (4.77)
assuming vy = 0, and v2 = v2 + v2; a- v±/vil. Notice that the constraint for the
axial velocity spread in equation 4.76 is inversely proportional to L. As the interaction
structure becomes longer, the performance of a gyrotron tube becomes more sensitive to
velocity spread.
Figure 4-13 shows the simulated results for the velocity spread sensitivity with the
flat and tapered magnetic profiles respectively. As the analysis above predicts, when
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Figure 4-13: Simulated quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier sensitivity to velocity spreads
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Figure 4-14: Simulated quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier sensitivity to electron energy
spread
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the axial velocity spread reaches beyond 3%, the efficiency is significantly degraded.
For the tapered case, velocity spread becomes a more severe problem because when the
tapered field tries to keep electrons in resonance in an extended period, it becomes more
stringent for the electrons to remain synchronous. In both cases, the overall gain becomes
significantly eroded when the spread is more than 5%, which is a realistic velocity spread
for typical MIGs.
Figure 4-14 shows the susceptibility to beam energy spread. It is believed that typical
MIGs can control energy spread to below 0.5% [35] [36]. As the graph shows, effects of
energy spread can be largely ignored in this tube.
4.4.5 RF Diffraction
One of the major concerns of the quasi-optical gyro-TWT is the RF diffraction. The
nonlinear model shows that every time the RF beam interacts with the electrons, it
acquires an additional phase front shift as well as an amplitude gain, which corresponds
to the E (z) and 6 (z) terms in equation 4.1. Figure 4-15 shows the shifted phase front and
amplitude profiles of the RF wave after each interaction section with designed parameters.
The effects of such profiles can be analyzed using a simple physical optics approach.
Shown in the diagram in figure 4-16, the propagation of an RF beam with an approx-
imated linear phase and amplitude profile can be calculated using the Kirchoff-Fresnel
integral:
S(P) -i ff (cos ' + cos V') (o (Q) r' dE (4.78)
E0
where & (P) is the complex wave front at the observation point P, and Uo (Q) is the
source field at the point Q in the source plane E0. -- is Green's function. Variables p'
and r' are as defined in the diagram. ýp' is the angle between the wave vector k^ and dE,
in this problem, W' = 0. Ignoring higher order terms:
cos ý' _ cosp = 1 (4.79)
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Figure 4-15: Nonlinear simulation shows the distorted phase front and field profile due
to electron beam's dielectric effect
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Figure 4-16: Kirchoff-Fresnel integral for quasi-optical beam propagation
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(4.80)
(4.81)a' = a sin
The integral can then be reduced to:
U0 (Q) eikr'dE (4.82)
From the one dimensional nature of the plane wave, the integral can be further reduced
to the following one-dimensional form:
S(p') = Ar--1 dx' dy'-o (Q) eik(rg- x'sing')
a'/2
= c f dx'o (x') -ik'" sink'
-a'/2
(4.83)
where C is a constant. Assuming a linear wave front profile which is a good approximation
for figure 4-15, we can substitute:
00 (X')
E (x')
= E (x') ei&(X')
= Eo + Elx'
= + 6 1x'
(4.84)
(4.85)
(4.86)
into the integral, the following complex wave front at the observation angle p' results:
a'/2
a(') = C dx' (Eo + Elx') ei('60+x')e-ikx'sin '
a'/2
= Ci dxei(6 kl - I sin W')x' + 02 dx' . x'ei(Ji-ksin l')x'
r'C r0 _-x s i n l
--i
S(P) = Ar
(4.87)
where C1 and C2 are constants, IC1| = CC. Eo, and IC21 = IC E1 I. Evaluating the
integrals yields:
sin a' a i2 sin a' Cos (8
U (p') = C a ' a  + iC 2  a' 2  a (488)
where a' is defined as:
a' = - (6~ - k sin W') (4.89)
The field intensity I (cp') is then given by:
W)p)= &(pW)UC*QWpl)
SC2 Ea'2 [sin a' 2 (El 2 () 2 (sin a' cos~'2]12\ E a'2 12] (4.90)a/ Eo 2 a (9
This is the familiar expression often seen in optical diffraction theory. To analyze the
effect of the tilt in phase and amplitude 61 and El, we consider 3 different terms in the
intensity function: the diffraction function for a plane wave with no tilt (S1 = 0 , E, = 0):
Io (p') = I Cl Eoa'2 (4.91)
The diffraction function with only the phase tilt but flat amplitude profile( 6,1 0,
E1 = 0):
I (c') = iC2 Eg 2 sin (') (4.92)
and the full diffraction function we just derived with both a tilted phase and amplitude
profiles( 61 $ 0, E1 j 0). Figure 4-17 shows all three curves for 6, = 85 rad/m,
El = 250 V/m 2. The parameters 61 and El are approximated from figure 4-15. Io
is clearly peaked at the center cp' = 0, which indicates no diffraction, I1 centers at
cp' = arcsin (61/k) = 3.00, which indicates that diffraction occurs. The RF beam will
travel in a path that is perpendicular to its phase front. The curve I shows no significant
difference from II except that it is slightly wider. This proves that the electric field
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Figure 4-17: Kirchoff-Fresnel analysis of the effects of the wave front distortion reveals
that the RF beam will tilt 30 from it's original propagation path due to the tilt in phase
amplitude profile plays only a marginal role in the diffraction.
The 3.00 diffraction can potentially pull the RF beam off the course. The transverse
distance between mirrors is 12 cm which means that by the time the RF beam reaches the
next mirror, it will deviate from its path by a distance of A = 12 cm-.r/1800.3.00 = 0.6 cm,
or in other words, the beam will completely miss a mirror after 4 bounces.
Examining figure 4-15, we can see that the most drastic change in the phase happens
in the first several interaction sections. This is somewhat expected because the RF beam
is initially weak and a very strong electron beam's impact can cause it to deviate.
4.5 Discussion
The quasi-optical gyro-TWT shows some promising features but also some potential
problems. The large beam clearance, wide bandwidth and high power capacity can be
achieved. However, the high velocity spread sensitivity due to the long interaction length
and the RF beam diffraction due to phase front distortion are significant problems which
need to be further addressed before a design is put to construction.
The self-consistent nonlinear model we developed is in good agreement with the bench
mark linear theory. Due to the intrinsic lack of symmetry in this device, it is difficult to
develop a model with the exact eigen modes solved. In fact, our travelling plane wave
model can be viewed as a model in which only the zeroth order eigen mode is considered.
The beam diffraction, from this view point, is the equivalent of the excitation of high order
eigen modes. The Rayleigh length of the RF beam is close to 1 m. This means that the
plane wave will retain its optical properties without severe diffraction over this distance,
which is much longer than the optical length of the interaction structure. Another overly
simplistic aspect of this model is the form factor. In this model, all the electrons see a
uniform field of the plane wave whereas in a real system where a Gaussian beam will be
used instead of the plane wave, part of the electron beam sees a strong field and part
of the beam sees a weaker field due to the non-uniformity in the Gaussian profile. This
translates into a smaller form factor than in this model. As a result, the actual gain
should be only a fraction of what we theoretically predict. The next chapter will have a
rigorous treatment of the form factor for a cylindrical system.
The problem of phase front distortion in the quasi-optical gyro-TWT caused by beam
diffraction is not insurmountable. Other configurations of the gyro-TWT might eliminate
such problems. One example is the corrugated waveguide TWT shown in figure 4-18 [28].
A TEM mode is guided in a serpentine path by a series of U-shaped corrugated waveguide
sections which has very little loss. The electron beam interacts with the RF in the gaps
between the waveguides. The gaps can eliminate the cut off modes in the waveguide
which might start self oscillation.
Electron B
B
Figure 4-18: A quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier with corrugated waveguides arranged
in a serpentine path
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Chapter 5
Nonlinear Theory of Cylindrical
Gyro-TWT Amplifier with
Azimuthal Standing Wave Modes
5.1 Introduction
Cylindrical waveguides are the most widely adopted form of interaction structure for
gyro-TWTs. In recent years, people have started to use slotted cylindrical waveguides to
eliminate potential competing modes[37]. In a slotted waveguide, the mode excited can
be significantly different from those excited in a normal waveguide due to the azimuthal
discontinuity. Only azimuthal standing modes can be excited. This chapter develops a
rigorous theory for a waveguide with azimuthal standing wave, and numerically models
the trade-off effects of this unique mode on the gain and efficiency of the TWT. The
theory in this chapter can be easily ported to systems with multiple slots.
Wavegu
Slot beam
Figure 5-1: Schematic diagram of the transverse geometry of the slotted waveguide with
the electric field lines of the TEI,3 mode and an annular electron beam
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of the mode density in the dispersion diagrams for the slotted
waveguide and the unslotted waveguide
zFigure 5-3: Frame work for the guiding center coordinates
5.2 Nonlinear Theory
In a TWT with slotted cylindrical waveguide, the mode that can be excited are az-
imuthally confined, in other words, they are azimuthally standing wave, as shown in
figure 5-1. The electrons in an annular beam located near the slot will see a much weaker
or no field whereas the electrons located 900 from the slot see the strongest field. Most
previous studies have modeled the rotating wave case in which electrons in different az-
imuthal positions see a similar field strength[38] This approach was introduced in this
thesis in equations 2.1 through 2.5. Here, this theory models the slotted case as the
superposition of two equal amplitude left and right rotational modes to synthesize the
standing wave caused by the non-uniformity in the azimuthal direction.
5.2.1 Coupling Strength Analysis
In a gyrotron, the electrons interact with the resonant RF field at their cyclotron fre-
quency or its harmonics. The coupling strength is closely related to the synchronous field
seen by the electron in its orbit. The derivation of such a field for an azimuthal standing
wave can be done under the frame work shown in figure 5-3[13].
For a left/right rotating TEm,p mode in the waveguide, the transverse electric field
components can be expressed as:
= mpRAJv eRimo (5.1)
E = AJm (R e=ime (5.2)
where Vmp is the pth root of the equation Jm (x) = 0, and A is a geometric constant of the
waveguide. There are two standing wave modes in a cylindrical waveguide. In a slotted
guide shown in figure 5-1, only one mode can be excited. The field for this azimuthal
standing wave is given by:
E = V AJm mpR sin m = (Eý + E+) (5.3)
E = os (Eo- + E + )  (5.4)
where the superscripts -/ + /s denotes left/right/standing wave. The factor v/ is the
normalization factor to ensure that both the standing wave and the rotating wave have
equal energy.
Translating from the waveguide coordinates to the guiding center coordinates, the
fields perpendicular and parallel to the electron's gyromotion then become:
E, = ER sin (0 - o) + Ee cos (9 - p)
= e(- [ER + iEoI + -e-i(0-C) [ER - iEe] (5.5)2 2
E, = ERcos ( -) -Eosin ( - )
= lei(-) [ER + iEe] + 1_-i(iO-) [ER - iEe]2 2 (5.6)
Notice that there are no superscripts in the fields meaning that the expression is general
for all cases. Only the E, term is responsible for the energy extraction in the CRM
instability, thus it is the only relevant term.
Consider a right rotational mode, solve for each term in the above equation:
ei(o-r) [E+ + iEf]
e-ge-O) [E+ - iEo+]
= iAei(o-) eime
= iAet(e-O)eimo
mRR
Jm
L/mR
use the identity:
m
Jm (X) + Jm, () = Jm-1 (x)
we get:
ei(-) [E + iE +]
e-io-) [E+ - iEf]
= -iAei(m•+l)oe-i JKm+
= -iAei(m• - )eeie J m- (
Apply Graf's addition theorem for Bessel Functions, and consider the triangle GOE, we
have:
(VmPR)
gi(m+1)(eo-o) Jm+1 ( mRw)
( )R
fl -00
- Jm-n mPR x
n= -oo
Jn- ( i mPRLJn- Rw ) ei(n-1)(eo-i)
n=-oo
n+--1 0i(n+1)(eo-)
( VmwR)
- ImR im
L, ·l-'mp
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
CR
~Rw
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
- ( R w
- JM R
and equations 5.7 and 5.8 immediately become:
ei(o-) [EZ + iEgf]
e-i(o-9) [E - iEo+] iAei(m-1)O°eia e (-1)n Jm+n
n=--00
Jn+ ( Rw ) ei(n+±)(eo-@)
Therefore, the synchronous field can be written as the following:
= A E (-1)n ei(m+n)e-in@Jmp
n=-oo
RmwR )
[Jn-1 ( VRL )
- Jn+1 ( RL )
E+ = A (-)" ei(m+n)eo-inJm+ (,pRn
[Jn- ( pRL) (VJn+1 RL
Use the following identities in the above equations,
Jn-1 (x) - Jn+1 (x)
Jn-1 (x) + Jn+I (x)
= 2 J (x)
2n
Jn - (X)
they become:
00
= A (-1)n ei(m+n)eoe-in- Jm+n
n=-00oo
00
= iA (-1
n=-oo
VmPR9) Jn ( vmpRL
)" R e i(m+n)eeo e-in Jn (Vm(R,
mpR L R
Jn V(PumRL
(m RwL
00oo
iAem+1)M09 e- (-1)" Jm+n -
n-1 (Rw i(n-l)(e·o-) (5.14)
VmpRn)
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
Similarly, the synchronous fields for the left rotational wave can be expressed as:
E = A e-i(m-n)o e-in3 Jmn g J, L (5.22)
n=-0oo
E = iA nR ei(mn) e-, inm-n W (Vm Rn) VmpR L  (5.23)
n=-ooVpRL w
And, from equations 5.5 and 5.6 , we can write the synchronous fields for the azimuthal
standing wave in the following form:
E, (EBI + E;)
A 0 0 -ino n Vmp L
n=-o00
(-i)n ei(m+ n)eo Jm+n ( R i(m-n)eo J (5.24)
Es = (E* + E-)
- A v nR, e-in•J RL x
n=--o00
[(i)n ei(m+n)eoiJm+n ( VpR)+ e-i(m-n)eo Jm-n (V ) (5.25)
This expression is the general formula for the synchronous field seen by the electrons
at all harmonic numbers n. For our purpose, we can choose one harmonic number, or
equivalently choose the nth order cyclotron resonance (w - n , = Qt + ~o). The
synchronous fields then become:
S A (VmpRL)
(-1)n ei(m+n)eo Jm+n (PR ) + e-i(n-n)eo Jm-n ( R (5.26)
Er= .A • nR J mRL)
77 rRL pRw L
(1)"ei(mn)eoJm+n (+R ) ± e-i(m-n)eoJmn (5.27)
Notice that in the above equation, the approximation of the slow varying phase is used:
-inco + iwt _ 0. The derivation uses the Graf's addition theorem which is not an
approximate expansion.
The E, term only is responsible for the CRIM instability and is the relevant term
in the coupling strength. The relative coupling strength between an azimuthal standing
wave and a pure rotating wave can be expressed as the following:
IE1 2  _1 [(-1)n 2 cos (m)2m0 (. VmpRg m- V(mpR' g
IW 2 2 1R, R
m+n ( ) + J m-n (/R ) mLn mR) (5.28)
Two features can be observed from this ratio. First, the first term in the numerator has
an azimuthal dependence, which is expected from our previous discussion on interaction
with a standing wave. For an annular beam, with an azimuthally symmetric guiding
center distribution, this term averages to zero. Secondly, the ratio is generally less than
1. The reason for that is that in a normal cylindrical waveguide, the electron beam ex-
cites either the right or the left rotational modes, whichever has the stronger coupling.
The expression for the ratio shows that the numerator will always be less or equal to
max [J+\ , j ( J), , or, that the standing wave coupling will gener-
ally be weaker than one of the rotational modes which will otherwise be excited without
the slots.
The coupling coefficient for the rotational waves operating at the first harmonic(n =
1) is given by[38][39]:
) j2 ( R(5.29)
GmL (RJ) (±m) (5.29)
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Figure 5-4: The coupling
different rotations
strength as a function of beam radius for the TE1 ,3 mode with
Similarly, the coupling coefficient for the standing wave can be written as:
G" (R,) =
12
2 J -,PR ) + j
VmpRw )
(5.30)7r (V2 m2) J2(v p)
A full numerical nonlinear model is presented in the next section.
5.2.2 Self-consistent Nonlinear Equations
The derivation of the nonlinear model follows the general formulation by Arne Fliflet
[38]. The coordinates and the notations are shown in figure 5-3. For simplicity without
losing generality, we derive the equations for the interaction with only the TE mode
present. TM modes are ignored because we know that they have little effect in the CRM
interaction.
The transverse components of the waveguide modes can be written in the following
form:
El (r,t) = Re {II(z)e(r)e-i t} (5.31)
B1 (r,t) = Re{T(z) b (r)e -i" Wt  (5.32)
where e (r) and b (r) are transverse vector functions given by:
e = x VI (5.33)
b = -VI± (5.34)
The scaler function ?P satisfies the Helmholtz equation:
(VI + k) 1 = o (5.35)
and the boundary condition:
= 0 (5.36)On
on the waveguide boundary, d/On denotes the normal derivative. The vector functions
satisfy the orthonormality conditions when integrated over the waveguide cross-section:
f dshi -h = 6i (5.37)
where h denotes either e or b and 6ij = 1 if i = j, 6ij = 0 if i - j. The axial field
component is given by:
B = Re (z) 1e-eiw (5.38)BI W II~
The axial profile functions II (z) and T (z) are related according to:
i dI (z)T (z) = (5.39)w dz
The equations above axe the general construct for a TE mode in any waveguide
structure. In our system, the waveguide has a circular profile in the transverse direction,
and therefore the scalar function b, can be written as:
V (r) = -,nJm (kmnR) e-imo (5.40)
for rotational waves and
mn~(r) = C0nJm (kmnR) cos imO
= - [,+n (r) + mn (r)] (5.41)
for the azimuthal standing wave. The values kmn = Vmn/Rw and Vmn is the nth root of
Jm (x) = 0. The normalization constant for a rotating mode is given by:
CLII (5.42)[iT (iV4 - m2)1/ 2 Jm (Vimn)
Considering a forward propagating wave, the axial profile function H (z) can be written
as:
n (z) = IIOeikl z (5.43)
Now we have a complete description of the waveguide modes of interest. The next
step is to treat the cyclotron maser interaction as a single particle approximation because
the electron beam parameters we choose are far from the space charge limit, and self field
can be largely ignored. A thin annular beam propagating in a circular waveguide in the
presence of an applied axial magnetic field is considered. The electrons follow helical
trajectories in the applied magnetic field about their guiding centers located at a radius
rg from the waveguide axis. Slow time scale nonlinear equations are obtained for the
interaction with a given harmonic.
The electrons drifting in an applied strong axial magnetic field and experiencing
perturbing RF fields subject to the Lorentz force equation:
dp e ( + -p x p Bo=-e E+ -pxB 
-a (5.44)dt 7 7
where Bo is the applied magnetic field
Bo = Boz i + Bor~, B0r < Bo0z (5.45)
E and B are RF field amplitudes. The transverse momentum can be expressed in the
form
Px + p, = ip±ei(or++) (5.46)
where pi and 1) are slowly varying magnitude and phase, Q is the electron cyclotron
frequency. 7 = t - to where to is the time the electron enters the interaction region.
Rewriting the Lorentz equation 5.44 with the slowly varying variables and ignoring
the electron guiding center drifts due to the RF fields, the following equations of motion
are obtained:
dp1  = [(a - ia.) e'('T+') - (ax + ia.) e-i(or+]+ P:Pil 1 BOZo (5.47)
dt 2 2moo" Bo, Oz
'- = -1 [(ax - iay) e(+) + (ax + ia) e-i(+) - Q 1 - L (5.48)
dpil p2 1 OBozd az - 1 O (5.49)dt 2moy Bo, Oz
Substituting the wave equations into the above equations, and ignoring the magnetic
field gradient term by assuming a constant external magnetic field, we get:
dp1 = Re (I - vJT) [L,-ei(r+) + L_-e'(r++)] e-iwt (5.50)
1= Re ie I(I - v1 T) [L4,ei(or+) + Le+) - 2  I e-iwt2p_ Reie I (I,.- VII-f) + L- , W 1101 e Ib
-Q
= Re -ev T1-2 [L+,e
-i(~r+) + LVe'i(1+' )] e- iwt}
L+¢P
L_
= eo a (
Se-io (6 Or
Applying the operators on the scalar function for the rotating waves, we get:
L+4- = FCtn, kmnei(1-m) Jm-1 (kmnR)
L-OC = +C!•kmnei(-lm)o JmTl (kmnR)
Then applying Graf's addition theorem for Bessel functions, these terms become:
L,+ e-i(lc) nkmneimeo )S Jm+, (kmnRg)
Js- 1 (kmnRL) eis(eo- -r- D)
oo
- Cmnkmne-imeo ()s+1 Jm+,
3=-00
Js+1 (kmnRL) eis (e0-n7 r - )
(5.55)
(5.56)
(5.57)
(kmnRg) x
(5.58)
L+nlne-pr+ +) + L-_O neaT+)
= Cnkmnemeo E 2
S=-00
(-)" Jm+s (kmnRg) x
J' (kmnRL) ei- s(o-~T) - )
dPI_
dt
Where
(5.51)
(5.52)
i• \
rO0 1i- 19/
rd j
r 80j
(5.53)
(5.54)
and
__
1 - )
(5.59)
Similarly, for the left rotating mode:
L+nCe-i("T+~)
00
= C kmne-imeo _ ()+1 Jm+s (kmnRg) x
8=-00
Js+l (kmnRL) e- is(eo-~7-D)
00
SC•kmne-imeo (-)s Jm+, (kmnR,) X
=--00
Js-I (kmnRL) e- is(eo-n Q - f)
L+nl,ne-i(•r + O) + L_1 ,nei(or+4)
- CAnkmne-imeo 2S=-00 (-)" Jm+s (kmnRg) x
J' (kmnRL) e- is(e°O- r-- ) (5.62)
Substituting the above relations into the equations of motion 5.50-5.52, and choosing one
harmonic number h, we get the following:
p-- ) = -eCnkmnJm-h (kmnRg) Ji (kmnRL) x
(d dt
Re { (II - vllT) e iAei(m-h)eo}
= + Jm-h (kmnRg) Jh (kmnRL) x
(5.63)
Re i [II - vil T mn k e-iA i(m-h)o + - hhQwy + w -
(dp,) +dt -ev.C•nkmnJmh (kmnR,) J (kmnRL) x
Re { Te- iA ei(m-h)o }
where the phase is replaced by the new variable:
A = (w - ht) r + wto - hQ(
and
(5.60)
(5.61)
(5.64)
(5.65)
(5.66)
Similarly, the left rotational mode's equations of motion become:
( dp L
-Ji-}
dt(dAd
( dp 
'
~dt}
= -eC~ kmnJM+h (kmnRg) (kmnRL) (-)h X
Re { (II - v11T) e-iAe-i(m+h)eo)
e h
h- C ,•- Jm+h (kmnRg) Jh (kmnRL) ()h Xpr RL
Re iI - vT mn± -j e-iAe-i(m+h)eo
= -ev C+,kmnJm+± (kmnRg) Jh (kmnRL) (-)h
Re { Te-ie-i(m+h)eo }
And finally, given that (r) = [ (r) + -n (r)], we can get the equations ofMITI 2 C,'.? anGmn
motions for the standing wave in the following form in normalized variables:
- eC" Jm-h (kmnRgj) 4 (kmnRL) -- Re
2rmocw Plij { e-iAjei(m-h)eo
ec'• (-)•S(h Jm+± (kmnRgj) Jh (kmnRLj)2mocw
Re {Ee-ije-i(m+h)eo
-x
Pulj
(5.70)
IPi 1 dBo
P•lj 2Bo di
eC'"
e- , Jm-h2mocw (kmnRgj) J; (kmnRLj) Ph1i
Re [e-A'ei(m- h)eo] +Im
mn ()hJmM+h (kmnRgj)
2mocw
I Re [e-iAje-i(m+h)eo]
oLj dBo
2Bo di
+ Im d•i.e-i e-i(m+h)ec
J' (kmnRjj)
Re e-iAje, (m- h)eo +
(5.67)
+w - hQ2 O
-y
(5.68)
(5.69)
d&j
d^
[ diAj ei(m-h)eo
Jh, (kmnRLj) x?_.. X
Plli
di
(5.71)
+ "1 pj eC Jm-h (kmnRgj)2 ( P- )mocW SxPh3
1 eC/ dEm eC• Jm-h (kmnRgj) Jh (kmnRLj) Im de -iAjei(m-h)eo
2 mocw dI
+2 h 7 eCn Jm+h (kmnRgj) Jhi (kmnRLj) - XP2 mocw Phi
Re Ee-iA e-i(m+h)eo
+eC ()h m+h (kmnRj) J (kmnRLj) Im de-iAj -i(m+h)eo (5.72)2mocw di
dAj -yj 1 ho h2eCnd = - 1e Jm-h (kmnRgj) Jh (kmnRLj) X
d l11ij  00 w3llj 2mocw kL RLjPlIjPlj
(j - T)Im [Te-i Pe(m- h)eo+ li Re L e-i ei(m-h)eo
h eC, (- )hheJn m+h (kmnRgj) Jh (kmnRLj) X2mocwkL RLjPIPllj j
(, - P Im EAje-ie-i(m+h)eo]
1dE¾ I
lij Re dE-iA -i(m+h)eo (5.73)
and
Sd2  2i d 1
k+ •-(1 -i 1o
= ikiC o E Jm-h (kmnRg) Jh (kmnRai) P e•e-•i(mh)eo
+ik - om+h (kmnRgj) JA (kmnRLI) eig 64(m+h)eo (5.74)weo N Pljj=1
These are the full set of nonlinear equations that completely describe the evolution of
electrons and RF wave interacting in a slotted cylindrical waveguide, where the wave is
forced to be in the standing wave mode. For a standing wave, at certain locations in
the waveguide, the electric field can become zero and an electron located at that point
should see a zero field and hence have no interaction. This give us a chance to test the
nonlinear equations for special cases:
E, = E (z)CmRn 7 Jm (k±Rg) sin mto
E = E (z)C " Jm(k±Rg) cosmeo
(5.75)
(5.76)
Choose m = h = 1, k±R, = Vmp, and e0 = 0 to force E, = EO = 0. An electron situated
at Rg = vP/k± and 0o = 0 should then have a constant y, or d-y/d = 0. Examining
equation of motion 5.70, this is indeed true because J0o (vp) = J2 (vl,).
The next step is to solve the geometric normalization constant C,,a for the azimuthal
standing wave. The power flow P is by definition:
P= J Re Ex H* - ds2 (5.77)
where
= Er + E0o
= f + H0o + Hz2
(5.78)
(5.79)
The power can then be written as:
P(z) = - Re H, - Eo ds2 81= 2 Re E (z) R (z)*} (CG )2 x
.I• 
d
Jr [m 2 j/2 (X] xdx
0
(5.80)
The normalization factor CQ, is set so that (Cm)2 x2 dx = 1.
0o '~)J.x
Therefore,
Cnfl J (Vmn) 72 - m2 (
= C (5.81)
5.3 Numerical Results
The computer code implemented based on the nonlinear model is an upgraded code from
William Menninger's nonlinear CRM32 code[7], with added standing wave feature. The
purpose of the numerical simulation is to study the trade-offs between slotted waveguides
and normal waveguides. In this section, a nominal design is constructed based on opti-
mized simulation results, then followed by a discussion of the numerical results from the
linear coupling model presented in the last section and the numerical results based on
the nonlinear model.
The MIG we have produces an electron beam with parameters listed in table 5.1.
The mode we choose to operate with is the TE1 ,3 mode in a moderately over-moded
waveguide. The side slots should effectively eliminate the competing lower order modes.
The operating frequencies we choose are 95 GHz and 140 GHz. For a cylindrical inter-
action line, the grazing condition demands that:
v11= c k(5.82)
As a result, the parameters of the interaction structure are determined accordingly. The
designs are presented in table 5.1.
Figure 5-5 shows the numerically simulated power growth and efficiency of these two
designs with the nonlinear model.
The advantage of slotting the waveguide can be clearly demonstrated through figure
5-2 where the linear dispersion diagrams of the slotted and normal waveguides are shown
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Figure 5-5: Nonlinear simulation results for the two designs of the slotted gyro-TWT
amplifier.
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Parameter Design Value Parameter Design Value
Vo 70 kV Vo 70 kV
I 5A I 5A
a = vj_/vl 1  1.5 a = va/vl 1.5
f 140 GHz f 95 GHz
Operating Mode TEl,3 Operating Mode TEl,3
Slot 2 side slots Slot 2 side slots
Guide Radius 3.02 mm Guide Radius 4.44 mm
Beam Radius 1.4 mm Beam Radius 1.3 mm
Output Power 74 kW Output Power 100 kW
Efficiency 21% Efficiency 29%
Saturated Gain 28 dB Saturated Gain 30 dB
Saturation Length 8.5 cm Saturation Length 11.5 cm
Table 5.1: Design parameters for the slotted gyro-TWT amplifier
with all possible modes. The slotted structure eliminates modes with odd azimuthal
indices through the side slots, as a result, the mode density is greatly reduced.
The linear coupling strength derived in Section 5.2.1 is plotted in figure 5-4 as a
function of beam radius. The three curves correspond to the coupling strength of the
left/right rotating waves and the standing wave. In an experimental situation with a
normal waveguide structure, the mode with the strongest coupling coefficient will be
excited. In a slotted structure, the mode is forced to be in the standing wave mode.
Thus, the coupling strength and the gain will always be lower as shown in figure 5-6.
Figure 5-7 plots the numerically simulated linear growth rate from the nonlinear
model. The curves for the right rotational wave and standing wave clearly confirm the re-
sults shown in figure 5-6. Figure 5-8 compares the efficiencies of the right rotational wave
and standing wave. The graph indicates a loss of up to 30% in efficiency for the standing
wave. This result is in agreement with the results from Nusinovich's study of effects of
transverse inhomogeneity of the interaction space on the efficiency of gyrotrons[40]. In
his study, the influence of the transverse inhomogeneity of the interaction space is char-
acterized by a parameter a2/b, which is an indication of the loss of saturated gyrotron
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Figure 5-6: Linear growth rate for the TE1,3 mode with different rotations.
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Figure 5-7: Linear growth rates resulting
mode with different rotations.
from the nonlinear simulation for the TE1 ,3
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Figure 5-8: The efficiency trade-off between the rotating wave and standing wave demon-
strated by the nonlinear simulation
efficiency.
a = W (RI) L.n IdS± (5.83)
b = W(R) ILnl4 dS± (5.84)
where
ILn = + i (,y) (5.85)
and W (RI) is the distribution function for the electron guiding centers in the resonator
cross-section S1 :
1W (Ri) 6 (R - Rg) (5.86)
For our standing wave mode structure, it can be shown that
a = J- Rg + +n ( ,) (5.87)
1b - Rg) + 4J n ( J2+n -• += 16 - (~R)+ AA
Jm4+n (2Rg)] (5.88)
The ratio can then be written:
a2  (1 + t) 2  (5.89)
b 1 + 4t + t2
where t is defined:
t = J Rg / Jm-n (5.90)
Figure 5-9 plots a2/b as a function of t. It shows that the efficiency can lose as much as
33%, which confirms our numerical simulations.
A further study probes electron packets at different azimuthal angles where the field
is inhomogeneous.. Figure 5-10 plots the growth history of these electron packets. The
electrons located at 11.250, where the field is weak, undergo slower energy extraction
as expected, while electrons at 78.79', seeing a stronger field, experience robust energy
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Figure 5-9: Efficiency trade-off as a result of the form-factor reduction.
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Figure 5-10: The energy evolution of electrons at different azimuthal angles
exchange. The net energy flow is the ensemble sum of all the rays at all azimuthal
positions.
The system's sensitivity to electron beam velocity spread is presented in figure 5-11.
As discussed in the last chapter, the sensitivity is inversely proportional to the interaction
length. In this design, due to the much shortened interaction length, the performance
of the device is rather robust even in the presence of a fairly high beam velocity spread
as shown in figure 5-11. An estimation of this device's tolerance of axial velocity spread
using equation 4.76 shows that 6vll/vll < 5.6%.
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Figure 5-11: Slotted gyro-TWT amplifier's sensitivity to perpendicular velocity spread
5.4 Discussion
We have developed a nonlinear model for the slotted cylindrical gyro-TWT amplifier.
The model explains the trade-offs between standing wave and rotational wave in terms
of linear gain and efficiency. The model synthesizes a strict standing wave with equal left
and right rotational components.
There are two limitations to this model. First, it does not numerically address the
effect of diffraction at the slots.. So far, there have been no satisfactory analytical the-
ories to model the diffraction of different waveguide modes through side slots with an
arbitrary width. However, the effect can be determined through cold test, where one can
experimentally measure the attenuation factor and treat it in the numerical model the
same way ohmic loss is treated.
The second limitation is that in a slotted waveguide, the mode excited may not neces-
sarily be a strict standing wave. As a rotational mode rotates in the azimuthal direction,
it will meet the slot, part of the wave will be reflected, part of it will be transmitted and
part radiated. To correctly model such effects, a numerical diffraction theory is needed.
The strict standing wave model is an ideal case for the slotted waveguide. The smaller
the slots, the closer it is to the ideal case.
Chapter 6
Confocal Gyro-TWT and Oscillator
Design and Experiments
6.1 Introduction
We begin this chapter with a brief introduction to the confocal resonator and waveguide,
followed by a gyro-TWT amplifier design based on the confocal waveguide and its cold
test results. Then, we will present a confocal oscillator design and experimental results.
The confocal resonator has the combined advantages of all the structures discussed in
the previous chapters: gaussian-like RF mode supported; mode selective side slots; and
a robust waveguide circuit. The eigen modes and wave diffraction of the open confocal
resonators are well studied[41] [42] [43].
6.2 Confocal Waveguide
The confocal waveguide consists of two pieces of cylindrical waveguide facing each
other. The distance between the two pieces is exactly the curvature radius of the guide,
in other words, the geometric center of the structure is the focal point of the cylindrical
mirrors. A schematic diagram of the confocal waveguide in the transverse plane is shown
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Figure 6-1: Transverse geometry of the confocal waveguide
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in figure 6-1.
To calculate the field structure of the eigenmodes, consider the mode as the superpo-
sition of two Gaussian beams in which:
exp -iky 
2 (1
1-p2 w
2 (y)
.1 kx 2R (y)
2 R(y)
1
+ i-2
arctan kwY0
where wo is the Gaussian beam waist size at y = 0, w (y) is the Gaussian beam waist
size given by:
w(y) = wo ( Y )2'/•1 + (6.2)
and R (y) is the Gaussian beam phase front curvature radius:
R (y) = y [1- + ( 2 )] (6.3)
At the mirror where y = L1 /2, the curvature radius of the Gaussian beam's phase front
must be equal to the curvature radius of the mirror Rc and therefore must satisfy:
1
Rc = -~L2
2kw )2]
LI
thus,
_ L 2Rc - L( L2Lko2 J
The Gaussian beam spot size at the mirror is given by:
Wm = W 1+ 2k••2
(6.6)
2Rc - L±)
The resonance condition for the wave in between the mirrors requires that the following
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(6.1)
(6.4)
(6.5)
SIn,
(L2
phase equation be satisfied[43]:
k± L± - arctan - qgrV2RcL.- L_ (6.7)
where q is the number of field variations across L1 , and is used as the mode index.
The modes supported by the confocal waveguide are denoted HEoq modes. Since in a
confocal waveguide, Rc = L± the real part of the transverse wave number can be written
as:
k± = -7 q + I)
The axial component of magnetic field and the scalar function are given by:
HII = H0o (x, y) ei(wt - h ) Ho exp - 2iy) f (y) e(wt-hz)S 2w (y) 2R (y)
(6.8)
(6.9)
where:
(y) = 1y +2
wo + L 'L
(y) = sin k 0y-~arctan ,
( 1 )= cos ky - 2 arctan ,
Cos (k'Ly 
- ' arc1 ta2y)
q =3,5,7...
q = 4, 6, 8 ...
and kI is the real part of kI. The electric field then can be written as:
Ex --ik9
Ev _ i k, Oy
Ik24'" kq &y
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R
f
(6.10)
(6.11)
(6.12)
(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)
and with the paraxial approximation, transverse magnetic field components can be writ-
ten as:
--H, - i k-
h' /0)
Hy k - 9yd ~~ I
(6.16)
(6.17)
where:
1 x .k' ( 1
w2 (y) R (y) •
S 1 1 dw (y)
2 w (y) dy
1
\V/T -Y) exp
1
Y exp
y
kW~ (y)
R (y)
Y
Cos (k'y-
xw dw (y)
w3 (y) dy
22
2w2 (y)
x2
2w2 (y)
1 2y
- -arctan -•
2 L±J
x2
exp 2w 2 (y)
/ k••2 dR(y)
2R2 (y) dy
Sk x2 1
- - 2 f (y) +
2R (y)
2R (y) dy
(1 L0
( 1 2ysin k~LY - arctan -- kiL - + , q = 4, 6, 8. -(.23)
where h is the propagation constant and is determined by the solutions for the real and
imaginary parts of the wave number kI and k'j.
The schematic eigen mode field patterns in the transverse plane are shown in figure
6-2.
The imaginary part of the wavenumber kV can be determined numerically by solving
the parabolic equation taking into account the finite aperture b of the confocal mirrors.
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- kIx 2 1
--i f (y)2R (y) (6.18)
a(g
ay
dw (y)
dy
dR (y)
dy
df (y)
dy
(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)
,q = 3, 5, 7. S.(6.22)
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Figure 6-2: Eigen modes of the confocal waveguide
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The result is expressed as the confocal cavity diffraction loss 6dif [43]:
log 5dif = -0. 8 1CF + 0.79
for CF > 3, where the Fresnel parameter CF is given by:
SkIb2CF = L'i
The imaginary part of the wavenumber can then be written as :
k'. = dif 1 10-0.81CF+0.79
2L± 2L±
and the propagation constant h is given by:
h = k2 -(k' +ik')l
The real part of the propagation constant h' is approximately:
h' k2 - kl
and the imaginary part, or the wave attenuation h" is approximately:
h" % I.^
h'
The modal norm can be obtained from the following expression:
N = 2- IS H- EyHe dS"
c kh' I(mHI) (OHI)I2] dxdy
SI
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(6.24)
(6.25)
(6.26)
(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)
c kh' / LI  L 1-2L (6.30)4,7r 0 2kL
The modal norm normalizes the power W with the electric field:
W = NE2
6.3 Experimental Design
6.3.1 TWT Design
Linear Gain
The linear gain of a TWT can be derived using the formulations developed by Nusinovich[44].
The gain is represented by:
Hl , e-.irkz (6.31)
where F = r' + if" is the solution of the TWT equation:
r3 - AF2 - I (1 - B) F + (p - Ab) I = 0 (6.32)
The parameters in the equation are defined as the following:
1 h'
B I - -P•il (6.33)
Bh' = (6.34)
k 2 1 h'
~11 1 kI
1- hi 2
p =l hk (6.35)
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where h' is defined in equation 6.28. The normalized current parameter 16 is given by:
h'
S(I (Amp) 2k c2 1 - r11I 2  (6.36)
o-(a112)L (6.36)4 17000 ki wkN ' 2 1
where :
1 (1 = k + i H (, y) (6.37)1 2 "
('-"*1 = - ( "( ) dp (6.38)
x = rb COS P (6.39)
y = rbsin ( (6.40)
and rb is the electron beam radius.
Assuming no mismatching with 0 = and I << 1, the amplification gain can be
obtained by:
"- (pI (6.41)2
where FpI6 is given by:
S(2 k kL2 I (Amp))
1=PI7 k3h'L2 17000
a.2 kL_ 1 I (Amp) (6.42)
= 2V 2 000 =rCOS oW d~ p (6.42)0117 2 k3h'L1 1700 v=r sin
BWO Starting Current
Using the theory developed by Nusinovich[44], we can determine the critical length of
the interaction space to prevent BWO oscillation. For a BWO starting condition to be
satisfied, the normalized current parameter is determined by the two numerical equations:
1  = 1.98, and 1.52 ( , where 11 is the axial length of the device.(pI) knLl = 1.98, and A = 1.52(pl()f , where Lll is the axial length of the device.
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Figure 6-4: The triode Magnetron Injection Gun used in the 140GHz experiment
Gun Simulation
The MIG beam parameters are usually designed using the simulation tool EGUN.
Since in this experiment, we use an existing MIG, which is shown in figure 6-4, the
simulation is focused on optimizing the beam quality with the MIG and magnetic profile
with different gun magnet configurations. EGUN is an electron optics code written by
Herrmannsfeldt at Stanford Linear Accelerator[45]. It calculates electron trajectories in
electrostatic and magnetic fields. Also, the code accounts for space charge, self magnetic
field and relativistic effects. The fields are 2-dimensional, while the trajectories are 3-
dimensional. The code uses a finite difference, fixed size square mesh where the user
specifies the boundary as either constant voltage surface (Dirichlet surface) or parallel
to electric field (Neumann surface). This code calculates the electron trajectories based
on the gun's surfaces and the magnetic fields of the magnet and gun coils. Constraints
on the beam radius, thickness, and density in the cavity as well as the maximum electric
field between the cathode and mod-anode have been taken into account. To solve the
trajectories the code first solves the Poisson's equation by finite difference with no space
charge, then the potentials are differentiated for the electric fields. The magnet's B-field
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Figure 6-5: Selfconsistent simulation of the electron beam dynamics from EGUN
is used as the input for the code, the code calculates beam self azimuthal magnetic field
and electron trajectories are calculated for the above E and B-fields. Poisson's equation is
resolved with beam charge from the previous iteration and again the trajectories resolved
where space charge is accounted for in this iteration. Iterations are continued until
the results converge and give self consistent results. Our main task is to vary the gun
position and the positions and strength of the two gun magnets to obtain optimal beam
parameters, including a and perpendicular velocity spread.
In figure 6-5, the result of the beam trajectories and magnetic field profile are plot-
ted. The projected beam radius in the cavity is 1.8 mm with a magnetic compression
ratio(magnetic field in the cavity divided by the magnetic field at the cathode) of 25.5.
Velocity ratio and perpendicular velocity spread are shown in figure 6-6. The optimal
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Figure 6-6: Results of electron beam velocity ratio and spread from EGUN
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Figure 6-7: Electron beam characteristics as a function of the Mod Anode voltage
velocity ratio is 1.2 and the velocity spread can be minimized to a 6% with the proper
configuration of the two gun magnets. Figure 6-7 shows the different scenarios by varying
the mod-anode voltage. As expected, the velocity ratio a increases as the mod-anode
voltage increases, and the optimal beam spread is at the point where the mod-anode
voltage is 14000 V and a = 1.2.
Input Corrugated Waveguide Design
We choose to use quasi-optical techniques to input the RF signal that drives the
TWT amplifier. As schematically shown in figure 6-8, the input structure consists of two
corrugated waveguides, two toroidal reflectors and a smooth waveguide.
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Figure 6-8: Schematic drawing of the confocal gyro-TWT amplifier's input system
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There are many advantages in using corrugated waveguide instead of a free space
Gaussian beam to transport the input to the interaction structure. First, The most effi-
cient waveguide mode is the HEI,I mode propagated in over-moded corrugated waveguide[46].
For a waveguide diameter many times larger than the wavelength, the HE1,1 mode elec-
tric field at the waveguide walls approaches zero. It is therefore possible to efficiently
propagate millimeter waves over relatively long distances. Secondly, an HEI,1 mode ra-
diated from the open end of a corrugated waveguide is a Gaussian, which enables us to
use toroidal reflectors as miter bends.
Ideal corrugated waveguides should have individual circular grooves along the inside
circumference of the guide. It is usually fabricated using the technique of electro-forming
or direct machining which is expensive. To minimize the cost of building corrugated
waveguide, it is much more convenient to use a screw-type threading process to fabri-
cate the corrugations, resulting in a helical V-shaped groove running the length of the
guide[47]. In fact, the corrugation can be machined as easily as simply threading the
inside of a copper pipe with the correctly matched screw tap.
The main consequence of using a helical corrugation is that the polarization direction
of the linearly polarized HE1 , 1 mode will be rotated on propagation through the guide.
As we will show later, this rotation is insignificant in our short input structure. Several
criteria have to be satisfied for the helical corrugated waveguide. First, it must be
over-moded, which requires the diameter of the guide to be at least 3 wavelengths..
Secondly, the groove depth must be approximately 1/4 of the wavelength. And thirdly,
there must be at least 2.5 threads per wavelength, to avoid higher order modes in the
corrugations. For such a waveguide, it is shown that the attenuation coefficient for HEI,1
mode propagation with a free space internal medium is given by[48]:
0.00767Rs
a = (6.43)k2a3
where R, = VirfTpo/o- is the surface resistivity, k is the wavenumber, and a is the internal
radius of the waveguide. In the system we use, the material is copper with a conductivity
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Figure 6-9: Attenuation characteristics of the HE1 ,1 mode in a helical corrugated
waveguide
a = 5.8 x 10' Ohm/rm. The attenuation characteristic is plotted as a function of the
waveguide radius in figure 6-9. As the figure indicates, the attenuation is negligibly small
for short distances.
The other characteristic of the helical waveguide is the rotation of the linearly polar-
ized HE1, mode. It is shown that the angle of rotation is approximately given by[48]:
(2.405 3 LPIF 4 -I -] radians (6.44)
where P is the groove pitch(inverse of the number of grooves per unit length), L is the
length of waveguide, and A is the wavelength. The condition on the pitch is that there
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should be 2.5 or more grooves per wavelength, or P < 0.4A. The above equation is
evaluated for the waveguide used in the input system at a frequency of 140 GHz. The
waveguide is machined with 36 grooves per inch, or P = 0.3295A , with an internal
radius of 6.35 mm. These values translate into an angular rotation of 0.063950/cm.
For a waveguide 10 cm long, the loss due to the angular rotation of the electric field
polarization is insignificant.
A simple technique to synthesize a corrugated waveguide without actually machining
the corrugation is also employed in this design due to the space constraints on one of the
waveguides. The most efficient mode HE1, 1 in a corrugated waveguide can be decomposed
into 85% TE 1,1 mode and 15% TMI,1 mode. Consider a waveguide of the length L = nA
where n is an integer and A is the beat wavelength of the TE,1j and TMI,I modes.
When a matching Gaussian beam is coupled into this waveguide, the HE1, 1 mode will
be excited. Without the support of the corrugation, it will propagate in the form of 85%
TE1 ,1 mode and 15% TMI,1 mode. Since both modes travel an integer number of their
wavelengths in the waveguide, they will recombine at the aperture of the waveguide with
exactly the same phase and amplitude(assuming the guide is not too long so that ohmic
loss is negligible) into an HE1, 1 mode. Hence, for the purpose of transporting a Gaussian
beam over a distance, this technique suits well for our system. The beat wavelength of
the TE1,1 and TMI,1 modes is given by:
27rA r (6.45)
kTE11 kTM11
where k' E l and k M11 are the parallel wavenumbers of the two modes.
One of the good qualities of corrugated waveguides is that a free space Gaussian mode
can be easily coupled into or out of an open guide. To couple a Gaussian beam into a
corrugated waveguide, the minimal waist of the Gaussian must be located at the open
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end of the waveguide. The expansion of the gaussian waist follows the equation:
w (z) = wo 1 2
z)= w0 1+ - (6.46)
where a is the waveguide radius, ZR = 702/A is the Rayleigh length, wo = 0.455. vZa
[48] is the Gaussian's waist size, and w is the beam radius at which the field amplitude
decreases to 1/e of its on axis value. The direct consequence of this quality is that we can
apply simple Gaussian optics to transport the input beam using simple elements such as
toroidal reflectors.
The basics of Gaussian optics has been well studied[10]. The propagation and reflec-
tion of a Gaussian beam can be described using the q parameter:
1 1 iA = iA2 (6.47)
q R -w 2
where R is the radius of curvature of the phase fronts, A is the free space wavelength
of the radiation, i is the imaginary number (i = V-T). The radius of curvature of the
phase fronts, R, is given by:
1 z 2) 2  (6.48)
R z2 + rW
where z is the distance of propagation with its zero located at the waist. The gaussian
is completely described by the q parameter. Thus, knowing how the q parameter evolves
upon propagation and reflection is equivalent to knowing how the Gaussian beam evolves.
The two elements to be considered here are a section of free space d and a mirror
with radius of curvature R,. Free space propagation of the beam over length d changes
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Figure 6-10: Wave incident angle on a curved mirror
the q parameter from q to q' by the following equation:
q' = q + d (6.49)
A mirror with curvature radius Rc reflects the beam and alters the radius of curvature
of the phase front so the q parameter changes from q to q' by the equation:
1- 2 (6.50)
q' q R'
where R' is defined as the curvature radius corrected for the incident angle 8. Schemati-
cally shown in figure 6-10, R' = R, cos for the case in A and R'= R/ cos 0 for the case
in B.
With these simple equations for the q parameter and its transformation, the design of
the corrugated transmission line with two mirrors is made. Toroidal mirrors, or mirrors
with different vertical and horizontal radii of curvature, are appropriate for coupling
Gaussian beams out of and into corrugated waveguides with different apertures. The
input transmission line is drawn in figure 6-8. Table 6.1 lists all the design parameters of
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Components Design Parameters
II
Waveguides 11 Length I Radius Thread Size I Ohmic Loss j
Waveguide A 13.20 cm 0.635 cm 9/16 - 36 4.8 x 10- 4 dB/m
Waveguide B fl 59.04 cm j 0.554 cm No thread 0.24 dB/m I
- ~I I I
Waveguide C II 2.24 cm 0.300 cm 1/4 - 36 5.0 x 10- ' dB/m II
___________ ________ JJ
--
Mirrors II x-Radius I z-Radius I x-Size I z-Size I
1J
Mirrors A f1 2.905 cm 1 5.810 cm 1 2.270 cm 3.200 cm I
Mirrors B l 1.560 cm 2.360 cm 1.800 cm 2.200 cm" 11
Table 6.1: Design parameters of the input system
the components of the transmission line. The physical designs
are shown in figure 6-11.
of the two toroidal mirrors
Interaction Structure Design
The core of a TWT amplifier is the interaction line, where the energy exchange occurs.
The design of the interaction line should follow the grazing condition, which is discussed
in Chapter 3. Under the constraint of the grazing condition, an RF photon will co-
propagate with the electron beam in the tube at approximately the same speed.
) - k= 1 (6.51)
where vll is the beam parallel velocity, c is the speed of light, k is the free speed wavenum-
ber and k11l is its parallel component. For a given MIG with a nominal voltage of V (kV),
and designed velocity ratio of a = v)/vll
, 
the following set of equations coupled with
grazing condition will determine the transverse size Lj of the TWT interaction line:
k = 2- k (6.52)
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Figure 6-11: Design of toroidal mirrors
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K
k = m + In +I 7(6.53)
2 = (1 + = 1-132 (6.54)
a -1 (6.55)
The equations result in the following expression for Lj:
(6.56)
where m and n are the confocal mode index HEmn. For V = 70 kV, nominal designed
a = 1.2 and HEo5 mode at 140 GHz, the transverse size of the confocal waveguide is set
at L. = 5.95 mm.
The width of the confocal mirrors 2b controls the diffraction loss of the eigenmodes
of the confocal waveguide. As a result, both the linear gain of the TWT and the starting
current of spurious mode oscillations are determined by the parameter b. The diffrac-
tion loss of a travelling wave in a confocal waveguide is numerically solved and can be
approximately given by the following equation:
kS = 10 -0.81CF+0.79 (6.57)
2kll L
where CF = kb 2/L±. The linear gain of the beam wave interaction can be expressed by
the following:
a, v/i37 I (kA) ea2 z 4 1/3i (6.58)
amp - 2 17 (6.58)
where 4P is the form factor which takes into account the azimuthal inhomogeneity of the
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LI -
confocal mode.
27r
4 (rb) V 2H k lL  IV±HZ(x =rbcos 0,y =rbsin )p 2 dp (6.59)
0
and Tb is the electron beam radius. The total gain of the interaction is therefore given
by:
rtot = £amp - hi (6.60)
Figure 6-12 plots the total gain Ftot versus the beam radius rb for the 140 GHz gyro-TWT
amplifier operating at the HEo5 mode with a transverse distance L1 = 5.95 mm and
mirror aperture 2b = 5.0 mm. The electron beam parameters are V = 70 k V, I = 5 A,
and a = 1.2.
One of the main considerations in the design of a TWT amplifier is the suppression
of Backward Oscillation(BWO) of spurious modes. The use of the confocal waveguide
with a finite mirror width enables us to significantly increase the starting currents of
such modes and therefore avoid mode competition in the experiment. The reason that
the starting current can be increased is that in addition to the ohmic loss in conventional
waveguides, we have much stronger diffraction loss h! for spurious modes, which can
be adjusted by changing the width of the mirror. In the designed 140 GHz gyro-TWT
experiment, the spurious BWO mode occurs at the HEo4 mode of the confocal waveguide
at 114 GHz. The spurious mode generation's starting current I' p can be found using the
form factor for the spurious mode SVP, diffraction loss factor h p and the axial interaction
length LI;:
le gt(L1:)2 
- 1.98 2 h 73).1I = 17 (kA) +LP (6.61)
The equation shows that the electron beam velocity spread 653 //± increases the spurious
mode generation starting current by a factor of 1 +a 2 (63_/?3/) (h!PLIi/ir) approximately.
Figure 6-13 plots the spurious 114 GHz HEo4 mode's starting current I' p versus the axial
interaction length L11 for an electron beam radius rb = 1.6 mm with velocity spread of
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Figure 6-12: Total gain rtot of the confocal gyro-TWT amplifier as a function of the
beam radius
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Figure 6-13: BWO starting current for the spurious HEo,4 mode in the confocal gyro-
TWT amplifier as a function of interaction length LII
6J_/# L3 = 10%.
6.3.2 Cold Test Results
Extensive cold test experiments have been conducted on the gyro-TWT input structure.
The input signal source is a Varian 140 GHz Extended Interaction Oscillator(EIO). The
peak power of the source is 100 W. Operating pulse width is 1 ps with repetition rates of
2.5 kHz or 5 kHz. The signal from the source is fed into a WR8 to WR6 waveguide down
taper, which is followed by a set of commercial mode convertors that transform a TE11
to HE,, corrugated waveguide mode. The convertors include a rectangular to circular
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mode convertor, a circular up taper and a circular to corrugated waveguide convertor.
The output is then injected into the input structure described in the previous section in
table 6.1.
Two types of measurements have been conducted for each component. First, power
transmission is measured to find the total loss in the input circuit. Second, two di-
mensional mode patterns are measured using a computer driven scanner with a diode
detector and a rectangular WR6 waveguide antenna.. The pattern can then be processed
to determine the Gaussian waist size and expansion. Measured mode patterns give a
contour plot of power density radiated from the component. Rewrite the Gaussian field
distribution in log scale, each contour line's radius r can be written as:
2
dB 1 + C = 8.68 -  (6.62)W
2
dB2 + C = 8 .6 8 2  (6.63)
where dB is the power density in decibel, and C is a constant. Choose two contour lines
whose intensity V2 = 2 V1, assuming linearity, there should be dB 2 - dB 1 = 3 dB. Thus,
we can solve for the Gaussian waist:
w = 8 (r 2 - r2) (6.64)
In practice, the 150 mV line and the 300 mV lines are chosen as rl and r 2.
The mode patterns after each component are shown in figures 6-14, 6-15 and 6-16.
The components are identified in figure 6-8. The measured waist sizes and their expansion
in space using the above equation are shown in figures 6-17, 6-18 and 6-19. Table 6.2
shows the power loss results and the measured Gaussian parameters compared with the
theoretical expected values. The mode patterns after mirror B and waveguide C are
significantly different from a circular Gaussian, so waist sizes for these patterns become
meaningless.
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Figure 6-14: Measured mode radiation power density pattern from waveguide A. The
intensity is in a linear arbitrary unit.
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Table 6.2: Cold test results for the input system
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Components Loss(dB) Horizontal Vertical I Horizontal Vertical
Input Window 0.26
Waveguide A 0.00 0.435 0.425 0.429 0.429
Mirror A 0.27 0.273 0.273 0.270 0.270
Waveguide B 0.94 0.356 0.491 0.270 0.270
Mirror B 1.82
Waveguide C 0.34
Total 3.63
IN
SI I I I I I I I I I I
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Figure 6-16: Measured mode radiation power density pattern from waveguide B
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Figure 6-17: Measured gaussian waist expansion from waveguide A compared with the-
oretical curve
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Figure 6-18: Measured gaussian waist expansion from mirror A compared with the the-
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Figure 6-19: Measured gaussian waist expansion from waveguide B compared with the
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6.4 Confocal Oscillator Design and Experiment
6.4.1 Introduction
To facilitate the development of the confocal gyro-TWT experiment, we need to better
understand the confocal waveguide's mode spectrum. This leads us to the design and
experiments of the confocal gyrotron oscillator.
6.4.2 Confocal Oscillator Theory
Diffraction Characterization
A gyrotron cavity is characterized by its Q factor. The transverse diffraction Q" duue
to finite mirror width 2b is given by
Qd " kL -L kL+ (6.65)
I dif 10-0.81CF+0.79
where the approximate expression for 3 dif is given in equation 6.24. For a cavity mode
with p variations in the axial direction (we denote such a cavity mode as the HEoqp
mode), the axial diffraction Q-factor Q Iis given by:
2 Qdifm = 2 x 47r L) 2  (.
Qdi , 2) (6.66)Qdifm 4p>
where Qdifm is the minimal diffraction Q-factor of the cavity (if no reflection from the
open end of the cavity), and the factor 2 is the result of numerical simulation[49]. Given
the above equations, the total Q-factor of the cavity QJ satisfies the following relation:
1 1 1
S= d +  if (6.67)
Q tot Q Q
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The longitudinal wavenumber kll for mode HEoqp is given by:
Lp1
and therefore the frequency is determined by:
1 2 r 2
w 
_ 
+_ pr
c+ ( 7c Lj- L11 (6.69)
while the imaginary part of the frequency is:
=2Qd
2G tot
(6.70)
Starting Current
The starting current of a confocal gyrotron cavity is calculated using small signal linear
theory. The linear and nonlinear theories for gyrotron oscillators have been formulated for
arbitrary field distributions in the cavity[14] [49]. It is shown that the gyrotron starting
current and the normalized current parameter for the nonlinear theory for a gyrotron
oscillator can be expressed using the axial component of the magnetic field distribution:
H, (2, y, z) = T (, y) F (z) (6.71)
where IQ (x, y) is the transverse field distribution and F (z) is the longitudinal field distrib-
ution. In the generalized gyrotron oscillator theory, the starting current It is proportional
to the form factor[49]
! ct c I1( a+
while the normalized current parameter Ik
For an annular beam with beam radius rb,
(x, y)12 dxdy
i a (X, Y)OY
is inversely proportional to the form
the denominator should be replaced
(6.72)
factor.
by the
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(6.68)
I
averaged factor
27r1 1i 8
(I _. r2 + OX --Y (X, Y) d0 (6.73)
0
where X = rb cos (, and Y = rb sin 1p.
To obtain the expression for the starting current, we extend the starting current theory
for the cylindrical waveguide to the general case. The starting current for a cylindrical
cavity is expressed with the form factor G:
t=17 (kA) 1 ra2  1 (6.74)
S17 ( Q G d(6.4)
where
S= 7 o (6.75)
_±L0 and 110o are initial transverse and axial normalized velocities of electrons, Yo is the
electron relativistic energy, a is the cavity radius,
1/2 2f F () eOkcdC
S(0k) =-1/2 (6.76)
1/2f F2 d( .
-1/2
is a function of a transit angle
k 2I 1 - (6.77)
where ( = z/L 11, and Q is the relativistic electron cyclotron frequency. The longitudinal
distribution function F (0) is gaussian for the operating mode HEo61 :
F = e-4(F (ý (6.78)
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and for the next higher order mode HE06 2:
F ( =) 2e-C' (6.79)
It can be proven that the following expression for the cylindrical cavity form factor G
holds:
G 1 (Ib 1 ('b) 12)
,•- 4 I F (, y)l dy (6.80)
Substituting it into the starting current expression, we can write the generalized starting
current expression for arbitrary field distribution as:
S14fS 11I(X,y)I2 d•.• 1lst = 17 (kA) 70"fo 0 1 _IXY~- 1 d1(6.81)2AXLll Q ( (r£ 1 (b 2)  d
Normalized Current
Following the same procedure, we can obtain the generalized expression for the nor-
malized current parameter which is used in the general nonlinear theory for gyrotron
oscillators[14]. For a cylindrical cavity with TEm,,p mode, the normalized current can be
written as[14]: ( 2 1 I 1 A 1 (krb)
(2 m-11 A 1 (6.82)\ 1359 (A) 4 (k2 a2 - m 2) J2 (ka)
following the same argument in the last section, we have:
1 J2 -1 (krb) 1-(1 ( -rb) 2) •ra2
G= (6.83)4 (k2a2 - m2) J (ka) = 4 'I' (x,y)l dxdy
Hence, the normalized current generalized for arbitrary geometry becomes:
=(2)12 I 1 A 1 (111 (rb)12 ) 2  (6.84)
7" 1359 (A) 704o L0 4 4r I2 (x, y)12 dxdy
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To evaluate ,st and Ik , we apply the field distribution of the confocal cavity and
numerical integrations to calculate the terms in the above equations. Using k1 =
(q + 1/4) r/L± and w0o = vfL±/2k± for the confocal cavity, together with the transverse
field distribution H11 given in equation 6.9, we can calculate (IL1 (rb)12) numerically. The
integral fsI 19 (x, y) 2dxdy can be evaluated as the following:
oo L /2JT (x, y)2 dxdy= Jdx dyb-1/2 exp (- 2kx 2  (
s± -00 -L /2
L /2
f-L /2(y)dy
-L 1 /2
Substituting the above equations into the expressions for I't and Ik 6.81, 6.84, we have:
(6.85)
Ist = 17000 (A) 7o0lo*
2 7(rL) L1 /2
F L 1 /2f 2f 2(y)dy!2Ek-L -L-L/2
ALIIQ (1[C (rb) 2)
and
The function
Ik (2 /2 I 1 A 1 (£I (Tb)1 2) A2
= 7r 1359 (A) Q0t0 o LI 4 7L1  L±/2
27r - 2f 2 (y) dy29IkL 
-L 1/2
q and its derivative are expressed as the following:
1/2 1/2f F () e4'kcd4 f F (C) e-iOkdC
-1/2 -1/2
1/2
f F2(C)dC
-1/2
d 2( 1/2 1/2
o - F(/ sin Ok Jd F( cos kd2
-1/2 -1/2
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(6.86)
d,
(6.87)
(6.88)
Figure 6-20: Transverse geometry of the confocal gyrotron oscillator cavity with the
annular electron beam and the electric field lines of the HEo,6 confocal mode
1/2 1/2 1/2J F () cos k 4 d F ( sin k4 4) / F2 () d (6.89)
-1/2 -1/2 -1/2
A transverse diagram of the cavity with the beam and electric field lines is shown
in figure 6-20. The parameters of the cavity and the beam are shown in table 6.3. The
experimental setup of the cavity and the gyrotron tube are shown in figure 6-21.
Based on the design parameters, some theoretical features of this confocal oscillator
are numerically calculated. For an 80 kV beam with a = 1, yo = 1.157, 810 = 0.355,
il3 o = 0.355, and t = 8.87. The beam radius rb = 1.8 mm, which determines that the
numerical value of ([C1 (rb)12) is 0.276. The external magnetic field is set at the nominal
operating point of 5.6 T, as a result, Ok = 4.46, ý (Ok) = 0.227, d6/dok = -0.164,
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Parameters Design Value
Frequency f 140 GHz
Mode HEo•s
Beam Voltage 80 kV
Beam Current 5 A
a 1-1.5
Beam Compression 25.5
JO_ _ / _ 15%- 20%
Beam Radius rb 1.8 nmm
Cavity width 2b 6.2 mm
Cavity size L1  6.7 mm
Cavity Length L11  17 mm
Diffractive Q 1300
Table 6.3: Confocal gyrotron oscillator cavity design
I,t " 2 A and f-LJ2 2 f 2 (y) dy " L-. In the actual experiment, I't varies with B,
which is what is shown in figure 6-22. For a 5 A beam current, the normalized current is
calculated to be Ik = 0.045. From the generalized nonlinear theory[14], we can find that
transverse efficiency i7_ = 60%, and total efficiency q = a2/(1 + a2) 7rL = 30%. Figure
6-22 shows the calculated starting current for different confocal modes as a function of
the external B. Figure 6-23 shows the starting current as a function of the beam radius,
and figure 6-24 shows the normalized current as a function of the beam radius.
The theoretical calculations presented above does not include the effect of electron
beam velocity spread, which is rather high in this experiment. Effects of velocity spread
can only be estimated through numerical nonlinear simulations.
6.4.3 Confocal Oscillator Experimental Results
The experiment is run with the setup shown in figure 6-21. The high voltage for the MIG
is provided by a line-type modulator capable of producing up to 150 kV, 3 lps pulses.
The high voltage is measured using a capacitive voltage divider (CVD) on the secondary
side of the pulse transformer. The ratio between the high voltage and the divider signal
is calibrated to be: Vr•use : VCVD = 11700 : 1. The beam current is measured using a
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Figure 6-22: Confocal cavity starting current as a function of magnetic field
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Figure 6-23: Confocal cavity starting current as a function of the beam radius for the
operating HEo,6,1 mode
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Figure 6-24: The normalized current for the designed confocal gyrotron oscillator cavity
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Figure 6-25: EGUN simulated electron beam quality for the confocal oscillator
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Rogowski coil. The pulser can run at repetition rates of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 4 Hz, and 6 Hz.
The RF output signal is measured with a Millitech RF diode with a horn as receiver.
A capacitive probe is embedded in the gyrotron beam tunnel to measure the electron
velocity ratio ca. All the measured signals are transmitted to digital scopes through
coaxial cables. A typical set of measured data is shown in figure 6-26. The RF pulse
width r = 2.6 us, beam voltage V = 63 kV and beam current I = 5.4 A.
The first step of the gyrotron operation is the alignment of the beam axis with the
cavity axis. The alignment is critical for the coupling between the electron beam and
the cavity mode. Precision alignment is achieved by monitoring the beam interception
by a metal ring called a beam scraper embedded in the beam tunnel. The beam scraper
is positioned right before the cavity with an aperture radius of 2.5 mm. During the
alignment, the tube is translated horizontally and vertically until the beam scraper starts
to intercept the beam. These locations are recorded by two micrometers, and the central
average position is the aligned position for the tube.
Frequency Measurements and Mode Identification
The frequency of the gyrotron RF output is measured with a harmonic mixer and a digital
scope which can perform FFT. The mixer combines the gyrotron output RF signal fRF
with the signal from a local oscillator at frequency fLo. The local oscillator is tuned
to yield a 0.3 GHz intermediate frequency. The local oscillator frequency is read by a
frequency counter. The RF frequency is given by: fRF = "nfLO ± 0.3 GHz, where n is
the harmonic number. The accuracy of this measurement is ±10 MHz, and can be used
to identify the gyrotron modes.
To excite and optimize a particular gyrotron mode, one can adjust the cathode volt-
age, mod-anode voltage, beam current, cathode magnetic field and cavity magnetic field.
By sweeping the magnetic field and fine tuning other parameters, almost all of the cavity
modes can be excited and optimized for coupling. The measured frequencies will then
be mapped to the cold cavity mode series.
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Figure 6-26: Typical signal traces measured from the 140GHz confocal oscillator exper-
iment
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Power and Efficiency Measurements
The output RF power of the gyrotron is radiated into the free space through the quartz
output window at the end of the tube. The power is measured using a 4 inch diameter
Scientech calorimeter placed about 1 inch from the output window. The gyrotron is
run at 2 Hz repetition rate. The calorimeter measures the average power Pavg with an
absorption rate of a = 80% at the frequency of 140 GHz . The peak power Ppeak is then
calculated by:
1
Ppeak = Pavg 1 (6.90)freprra
where f,,p is the repetition rate and 7 is the pulse width.
Over 23% efficiency and 66 kW output RF power is achieved for the HEo06 mode
at 135.98 GHz. The beam voltage V = 62.5 kV, current I = 4.2 A, with pulse width
7 = 2.6ps and cavity magnetic field B = 53.59 kG.
Figure 6-27 shows the efficiency and RF output power as a function of beam current at
constant voltage V = 60 kV, and constant velocity ratio a = 1.2. As expected in typical
gyrotron oscillators, the output power curve starts at a minimum current of 2 A and
scales almost linearly with the current, while the efficiency increases to a maximum and
then saturates and curves down. Although the curve shows no measurable power below
the current of 2 A, the mode is present all the way down to I = 1.0 A by heterodyne
interferometry measurements. The reason that this mode has such low starting current
can be explained by the relatively high beam velocity spread, which is estimated to be
around 7% by EGUN simulations shown in figure 6-25. So, even at low current, a portion
of the beam with high velocity can still excite the mode without substantial power.
Confocal Mode Spectrum Measurements
A mode map is constructed for all the modes that can be excited in the gyrotron. By
sweeping both the cavity and cathode magnetic fields, we can observe the gyrotron
emission in different modes with different frequencies. Sweeping the cavity magnetic
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Figure 6-27: RF output power and efficiency measured as a function of the beam current
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Figure 6-28: A map of observed modes as a function of the gun and cavity magnetic
fields
field allows us to change the electron cyclotron frequency, and thus the mode frequency.
Sweeping the cathode field enables us to change the electron beam radius in the cavity
and therefore achieve coupling with all possible modes.
Figure 6-28 shows a measured mode map with regions of single mode emission, figure
6-29 shows the RF power for the modes observed in figure 6-28. The lower right corner of
figure 6-28 correspond to high beam compression and as a result, electron beam reflection
occurs. The upper left region is the low magnetic compression region, where the beam
radius becomes too large and can be intercepted by the beam scrapper.
As figure 6-28 and figure 6-29 show, the mode map is dominated by the two modes
at 114.33 GHz and 135.98 GHz, who are the only modes with substantial output RF
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Figure 6-29: optimized RF output power from the different modes as a function of cavity
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power. The confocal HEo5 and the HEo6 modes' eigen frequencies are determined by
the relation, ignoring a small correction due to L11,
fHEOq= q+ ) 2L (6.91)
Their theoretical ratio is fHEo6 /fHEo, = (6 + 1/4) / (5 + 1/4) = 1.190, and the experi-
mentally observed ratio of the two frequencies is: 135.98/114.33 = 1.189. This is con-
vincing evidence that these two dominant modes are the two confocal cavity modes HEos
and the HEo6. The HEo62 mode observed corresponds to the confocal cavity mode with
two axial variations which causes the eigen frequency to shift by about 300 MHz. For
the other intermediate modes, the lack of substantial RF power and the randomness of
their frequencies suggest that they are spurious modes excited outside the cavity.
The design frequency of the cavity for the HEos1 mode is 139.93 GHz for L1 =
6.7 mm. The 3% down shift in frequency in the experimentally observed 135.98 GHz
can be explained by a 3%, or 0.2 mm machining and assembly error in the cavity's L_.
The RF power spectrum shown in figure 6-29 is in good agreement with the theoret-
ically calculated starting current curves shown in figure 6-22. The measurements clearly
demonstrate the sparse mode spectrum of the confocal cavity.
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Chapter 7
Summary
We have successfully conducted a confocal gyrotron oscillator experiment at 140 GHz.
This is the world's first experimental demonstration of a mode-selective gyrotron oscilla-
tor with an open confocal resonator. Over 23% efficiency and up to 68 kW of RF power
are achieved in this experiment. The confocal cavity's sparse mode spectrum is demon-
strated by this oscillator experiment. The characterization of the mode spectrum of the
confocal structure has significant implications in the development of high frequency gyro-
TWT amplifiers where mode purity is a critical issue. A confocal gyro-TWT is designed
based on the mode structure of the confocal waveguide.
The oscillator's cavity design is based on a moderately over-moded confocal cavity
with side openings to eliminate competing modes. The confocal cavity's field structure
and the RF diffraction at the cavity openings are modeled. The operating mode is chosen
to be the HEo61 confocal mode. The cavity is designed so that the nearest neighboring
mode is 26 GHz away. This is in fact verified by the measured frequencies of the operating
HEo61 mode and the lower HEo5 1 mode.
The confocal cavity's width is set at 6.2 mm and the cavity's radius of curvature
is designed to be 6.7 mm. By varying the cavity width, we can control the amount of
diffraction loss in the cavity for different modes, and thus raising the starting currents
of competing modes. This is the mechanism of the mode selectivity for the confocal
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gyrotron. This technique is crucial in the future developments of the high frequency
over-moded gyro-TWTs.
The electron dynamics of this experiment is simulated using the nonlinear code EGUN
based on the existing parameters of the electron gun and the superconducting magnet's
field profile. The modeling of the confocal structure is an adaptation of Weinstein's
theory [43]. The confocal cavity modes have gaussian-like field patterns in the transverse
plane. On the one hand, the Gaussian profile is ideal for the quasi-optical injection
and extraction of the RF beam, on the other hand, due to the reduced form factor of
the Gaussian profile, the electron beam-wave interaction is weakened causing a reduced
over-all efficiency.
During the course of exploring novel ideas for gyrotrons, we have also developed a
nonlinear model for the quasi-optical gyro-TWT amplifier with mirrors. This conceptual
device is ideal for generating high coherent RF power at frequencies over 100 GHz due
to its large interaction volume. Our nonlinear numerical simulations showed over 20%
efficiency at frequencies of 95 GHz and 140 GHz with output RF power levels close to
100 kW. Despite the advantages of this device, a phase front distortion effect is revealed
by the simulations. The electron beam acts on the initially weak RF beam as a nonlinear
dielectric medium and causes the RF phase front to significantly tilt. This effect causes
severe RF beam diffraction which needs to be further addressed in more advanced studies.
We have also successfully developed a nonlinear theory for the azimuthal standing
wave gyro-TWT with a slotted cylindrical waveguide. Nonlinear simulations modeled
the behavior of this device and compared the trade-offs between the slotted structure
and the normal structure.
Future research will include the further experimental testing of the 140 GHz confocal
gyro-TWT amplifier with quasi-optical input and output systems.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Gain Functions for
Electron-Plane Wave Interaction
A linear theory for the interaction between a solid beam with a travelling plane wave is
presented in chapter 4. The gain mechanism is characterized by a series of gain functions
F1, F2 , F3 and F4, given in their general forms in equations A.1 to A.4. This section will
solve these functions for the frame work of the device modeled in chapter 4.
For a travelling wave, the gain functions F1, F2 , F3 , F4 can be written as:
FI(X) = 7L (+1) L* (+1) (A.1)
F2 (X) = F, (X) (A.2)
F3(X) = 2xL 1 L 1 (A.3)
__ p " F (a)
F4(X) = ~PV (X -a)da (A.4)
where
L(x) = Og (a) eixada (A.5)
and g (z) = g (r),x=y=o defines the variation of field intensity over space. For a standing
wave profile, g is sinusoidal and for a forward travelling plane wave case as in our system,
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iE [0, q r]
i 9' [ 0, q-7r]
where q = a/kll r is the scaled interaction length, and i = kllz.
(A.6)
Equation A.5 then
becomes:
L (x) eia da
r n,., '
- Ler~" -e"J
~- [cos (qrx) + i sin (qirx) - 1]1iXV27r
As a result, the gain functions F1, F2 and F3 can be readily solved to be:
F(X) = rL(X+1)L*(X+1)
r1
F2 (X)
F3 (x)
(X + 1)2 I -
-F (X)
1
1-2(kjj
cos [qit (x + 1)]}
1 - cos
w
Iq·r( k~ll v1l
To evaluate gain function F4 , a contour integral is needed.
1 p. f" Fi (a)F4 () P.V da
--Ir -oo (X - a)
1P.V. 1 - cos [qr (a + 1)da
7- -T (a + 1)2 (x -a)
-00
Setting up a contour path in the complex plane as shown in figure A-1, applying the
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(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.11)
g(P)= =
qz~ir
I" , f • '
1 )
Ca5
X -1 0
Figure A-i: Contour integral in the complex plane
residue theorem, we have:
1 f 1 - eiqr(a+1)
S( 1)2 (- d a
7r (a + 1) (X - a) ooP.1 1. - cos [qi (a + i)aS(a + 1)' (X - a)
1 1 - eiq7r(a+ l )
S( - da +
1 1 - e i q r( a + l )
-da(a + 1)2 (x - a)C02
=0
Since there are no pole points in the upper complex plane, residue theorem tells us that
the above integration should yield 0. Also, it is obvious that the integral over the path
Coo converges to 0 as the radius of Coo goes to oo. Thus we have:
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C61
1 - eiq7 (a+1)
da)
(a + 1)2 (X- a)
1 l-e i qr(a+1)
1 X daS J(a + 1)2( - a)
C61
S 1 - eiqr (a+1)
7r (a + 1) (X - a)
C62
Now, we can evaluate the integral around a = -1 by Taylor expansion:
1 - eiq~r (a+l )
da
(a + 1)2 (X - a)
= lim
c1-4o
Ca-C61
= lim
C61
1- 1+iq7r(a + 1)+ (iqr)(a + 1 ) ) 2 + - --2
da(a + 1)2 (X - a)
a-iq~ r da
(a + 1) (X - a)
-iq~r lim(X - a) a=-l1 ca2-+o (a 1)
C61
-= In (a + 1) c6,(X + 1)
(X + 1)
q7r2
(x + )
Similarly, the integral over path C02 can be solved :
1 -e i qgr (a+l )
da
(a + 1)2 (X - a)
1 - eiqr (X+1) lim
(x + 1)2 c62-+o
C62
1
S da(X - a)
1 - ei r (x+ l )
S(X + 1)2 [- In (aX),
1 - eiqr (x+1)
X= + (i )(x + 1)2
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1
-P. V
x
-00
lim
C61--.+CO
C61
lim
C62-+0o
Ca2
Thus, the gain function F4 can be written as:
00
1 1l-
-P.V.
-00
1
= Re P.V.7
1 Re[Re (X
x x
+22
+ 1)
- cos [qir (a + 1 )]da
a + 1) (X - a)
1 - eiqr(a+ 1)
da
(a + 1)2 (X - a)
1 - eiq-r(X+ 1)  r)
(X + 1) 2
qir sin [q7 (X + 1)]
(X + 1) (X + 1) (A.12)
Now with the gain functions F1, F2, F3 and F4 solved, the power exchange Pqr can be
readily solved.
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